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Abstract
This thesis is the resuit of a two year Teaching Company Programme between
Middlesex University and Tony Stone Images in which basic manufacturing
philosophy has been applied to an arts based Company.

Various techniques were used including flowcharts, a production simulation
package and a critical path analysis to détermine the production lead time of a
photographie transparency to three possible destinations. On identifying the
processes involved a séries of smaller projects were undertaken to remove the
non-value adding éléments. In some cases this resulted in some quite large
changes occurring in the Company; one being to move departmental locations
in the building to better reflect the flow of work through the organisation.

Once improvements had been made a System was installée! which allows
âccurate tracking of the images through the processes in terms of their volume,
location and routing history. This has provided valuable information on image
processing by giving a more realistic figure for production lead time rather than
the senior managers relying on a 'best guess' for each department. The System
became known as the Workflow System and its development and installation
was divided into two phases. This thesis covers phase one.

One of the most important issues arising from the project is the fact that the
Company

has grown so rapidly over the last few yeàrs it has become unable to

change culture and operating policy to meet the demands of the customer or
compétition. The conflict between image quality and image volume needs to be
conquered in order to allow production to be more scientifically measured and
controlled to provide an efficient manufacturing lead time to satisfy market
needs. The Workflow System has provided the foundations upon which this
measurement and control can be built.
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1. Introduction
This thesis is the result of work carried out over a 2 year period on a Teaching
Company Scheme. Liaison took place between Tony Stone Images (the
industrial partner) hereafter referred to as TSI or the company, and Middlesex
University (the academic partner).
1.1 Tony Stone images
The business was started by Tony Stone in 1962 with the idea to sell stock or
'off the shelf photography to the greeting card, calendar and related markets. In
1969 the company was incorporated and started representing the work of other
photographers. In the early 70s Tony Stone Images (TSI) moved into the
advertising, design and travel markets.

Today it is involved in the production and lease of photographic transparencies
to various markets.

In order to protect the transparencies whilst they are with clients, a process by
which the images are mounted, captioned and security sealed takes place. The
diagram in figure 1 gives an impression of the appearance of the finished
product.

In 1993 the company was awarded the Queen's award for export, and in 1995
a substantial investment was made in the company by Mark Getty and
Jonathan Kline, formerly of Hambros Bank. The investment has allowed
expansion into untapped markets such as the Pacific Rim and to allow the
modernisation of the control systems required to manage a larger organisation.

1
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A transparent sleeve
covers the image to
protect it from dust
and provide a secure
cover once sealed
with the barcode to
protect against
copyright

A bar code is applied to the
back of the image to seal the
sleeve and provide instant
access to image détails in the
System

Label - Applied to the
front of the image
carrying a picture
number, caption and
other image
information

The image can either
be an original ora
duplícate forframing
depending upon the
value placed on the
composition.

The image is mounted
on a black card mount
for strengthening
support and to help
image viewing.

Figure 1 - Tony Stone Images product composition -

Company growth can be shown by the following Charts in terms of profit,
turnover and number of employées.

2
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Company growth - Profit and Turnover
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Figure 2 - Company growth in terms of turnover and operating profit
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Figure 3 - Company growth in terms of number of employées
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At the time of writing there were a total of 20 overseas offices and agents
selling stock images. Details of their contracts and acquisition dates are shown
in the following table.

Country

Acquisition Date

Australia

1/12/84

World View Tony Stone

Belgium

1/3/91

World View Tony Stone

Holland

1/9/87

Pro-file International

Hong Kong

1/1/90

Singapore

1/4/91

Laura Ronchi-Tony Stone

Italy

1/1/91

Orion Press

Japan

11/7/84

Photobank Image Library

NewZealand

30/6/87

Photo Library (Pty) Ltd

South Africa

6/9/85

Fototeca Stone International

Spain

19/7/85,

Tony Stone Images / World

Sweden

1/9/92

Tony Stone Images Canada

Canada

1/4/91

Fotogram Stone

France

1/1/84

Tony Stone Bilderwelten

Germany

1/4/90

Tony Stone Images Chicago

USA

1/8/88

Tony Stone Images LA

USA

1/5/90

Tony Stone Images NY

USA

1/3/93

Agent
Photographic

Library

of

Australia

View Sweden AB

Office

Figure 4 - Table showing Company growth by office and agent acquisition

The différence between an office and an agent is whether it is solely owned by
TSI or not. An office is solely owned by TSI and will only ever seil images from
that Company. An agent on the other hand is contracted to seil images from TSI
along with any other image library it chooses to represent.

1
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1.2 Company Culture

TSI is a very heavily arts based company with a large percentage of the 100+
employées at the London office, coming from a graphies and photography
background.

The company started as a small cottage industry within the Stone family. Bit by
bit the company has grown into what it is today. Charles Handy (1), visiting
professor at the London Business School has been involved in organisational
development and psychology for many years. His book 'Understanding
Organisations', summarises work done by Roger Harrison (2) on organisation
idéologies. Handy refers to thèse as company cultures, giving more of a feeling
of a pervasive way of life, or set of norms. Three main cultures were detailed.
1.2.1 The Power Culture.

As the spider controls his/her web from the centre, so a power culture company
is controlled from the centre by a key individual who exercises power on a basis
of personal influence and ability. Power cultures are intolérant of bureaucratie
delays and people are judged by results, not on their position or qualifications.
Thèse organisations are fast moving and responsive to changes in the market.
Their weaknesses are that they are limited in size and are too dépendent on
the individual at the centre.
1.2.2 The Rôle Culture

The culture puts value on formai titles and positions. A rôle culture organisation
consists of departments and sections each with well defined tasks and
activities, co-ordinated by a band of senior managers. Thèse organisations are
capable of in-depth technical expertise, but tend not to be too effective at
innovation or cost control. They are successful in a stable environment.
1.2.3 The Task culture

The task culture can be depicted by a matrix with technical personnel working
in various project orientated teams. It does not produce great technical
expertise or économies of scale but it does tend to 'get the job done'. Task

5
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cultures are responsive to changes in the market place but cannot work
effectively where resources are limited.

Fitting TSI into a culture band is difficult as with growth the culture of the
Company has changed. The Company has traits of both Power and Rôle
cultures and can be placed on a scale as follows.

Rble
Culture

Power
Culture

Figure 5 - The shift from power to roiè culture within Tony Stone Images.

When the Company was small, it was leàd by Tony Stone himself who had a
small group of people working for him. He lead the trends in the types of
images the library would hold and pversaw financial and marketing issues as
well as making the final décision over the structure of the company's annual
catalogue.

As time progressed and more and more images were being bought, more
people were recruited and the Company began to split into departments. With
this came the department managers and the interdepartmental problems.
Eventually the Company became a rôle culture desperately trying to retain its
power culture traits without realising it. In other words, the Company was
outgrowing the cosiness of a small Company whilst maintaining the small
Company mindset.

As the departments were created, a need for control and communication arose.
The Company entered a period of cultural malaise.

6
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1.2.4 Cultural Malaise

The following are Symptoms of cultural malaise, with examples of the thèse
occurring in TSI.
1.2.4.1 Inward Focus
The departments that were created by growth have become more bothered
about their own needs rather than perhaps considering how their actions were
affecting others.
1.2.4.2 Short Term Focus
Due to growth in both employées and production volumes, the need for 'quick
fixes' are now an everyday occurrence.
Extra darkrooms have been built to enable the Company to meet a budgeted
increase in production of 50%. Little thought was given to the individuals who
had to process the extra work.

The Company outgrew previous premises and in desperation for space took the
current building with a 25 year lease and expensive rent. The Company has
now outgrown the premises again after only four years.
1.2.4.3 Morale Problems
Again, due to growth, departments are now larger and their efforts are not
always being recognised by those more senior or in other areas of the
business.
People feel unable to air their problems and are not feeling appreciated, thus
lacking morale and motivation.
1.2.4.4 Fragmentation
The 'them and us' attitudes have grown between subordinates and their seniors
both within departments and throughout the Company hierarchy.

7
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1.2.4.5 Emotional Outbursts.
Although none are actually witnessed it is more and more apparent that the
security blanket provided by the Company is developing holes. The direction of
the overall business seems to lack focus and individuals are becoming
frightened.

This cuttural malaise is becoming a barrier to possible change within TSI. The
existence of departments create more barrière and the fact that images are
physically created to be sold indicates that a manufacturing process, however
crude or labour intensive exists.

Intervention by Middlesex University clarified some of the company's shortfalls
and highlighted possible starting points for making changes which will enable
the Company to cope with its rapid growth.

The analogy on the néxt page can be used to show how it can be easier to see
the problems a Company is expehehcing from an outside view.

The diagram is taken from a séries of lecture notes called 'The Creative
Consultant' by Dr. Victor Newman (20) at Cranfield University arid the
helicopter represents the ability to step away from the Company and view the
change problems as a whole. The clock indicates the time élément involved
which can be weeks, months or even years depending upon the changes
required.

In the centre of the picture, the small circle shows the présent Company position
and the cross shows where it wants to be,in terms of achieving the change.
Between the two positions are obstacles which need to be overcome or
removed.

i
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^

View the company
as a wtiole

How much
time is there?

Where
we are

Figure 6 - The helicopter view of a change problem

In the case of TSI, the directors know where they want to be and how long they
want to take to get there but are not sure whether the expertise or knowledge
exists within the company to achieve the goal. Doesn't a manufacturing process
require engineers?

Further work with Middlesex University has identified a requirement for
knowledge which is not available within the organisation. The need for an
individual to take the helicopter view and help the business move towards its
goal with an appréciation for overall demands was identified.

In the early months of 1993, the wheels of the Teaching Company Scheme
were put into motion and by the end of September in the same year, an
Associate was working at Tony Stone Images.
1.3 The Teaching Company Scheme
The Teaching Company Scheme (TCS) is supported and financed by a number
of government agencies.

The mission of the TCS is:-

9
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"To strengthen the competitiveness and wealth création of the UK by the
stimulation of innovation in industry through partnerships between academia
and business".

Within each established TCS there may be one or a number of Teaching
Company Programmes (TCP) in progress.

The emphasis on industry was appealing to TSI with the anticipation of the
manufacturing knowledge they lacked and needed.

Each programme is jointly funded between the industrial partner and the
government sponsor. Each scheme is also allocated a Teaching Company
Consultant who makes sure that the scheme is running according to plan and
can act as a go-between should the associate be having any problems with the
relationship between the Company and the university.

The scope of the TCP to be undertaken at Tony Stone Images, of which this
thesis forms only a part, was jointly funded between the government and TSI.
The Teaching Company Consultant was Mr. Brian Nuttall.

The Associate spends approximately 80% of their time with the industrial
partner carrying out previously agreed improvement projects and 20% with the
university making use of laboratory facilities, computer facilities and the library,
to aid with the industrial work.

An associate typically spends 2 years with the industrial partner after which
time may seek employment with them. If the industîal partner wishes for more
work to be done through the scheme, the proposai is drawn up for the number
of associâtes required to overlap by a year. For example, a scheme with 2
associâtes would run for three years with both associâtes being présent in the
second year.

10
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Each programme has a written proposai covering the détails of the work to be
done, the personnel involved and the timescales for the completion of each
stage.

The spécifie objectives for this TCP were:-

•

To install a customised production planning and control system.

•

Increase the duplication of master photographic transparencies and
packaging capacity.

•

Intégrate the master photographic transparencies catalogue production into
mainstream production.

'Once the scheme is under way, it is likely that the impression of the company
from the short visits by the university in setting up the proposal are different to
those experienced by the associate. It is therefore impprtant to remember that
the project guidelines and objectives can be changed.

Every three months, a meeting is held between the industrial partner, the
university, the associate and a teaching company consultant to assess the work
which is being carried out and to make sure that there is still sense and
direction to what is being done. This meeting is known as the LMC - Local
Management Committee. It is at the LMC that any changes to the programme
can be discussed and agreed by those present. Minutes are taken at every
LMC allowing the progress of the project to be documented throughout the 2
years, including any changes to the overall objectives.

This thesis is a result of the work undertaken during the Teaching Company
Programme and aims to show that many of the modern

manufacturing

techniques used in the analysis and improvement of production and its related
functions can be applied to a non-conventional manufacturing environment,
namely in this case an image library for photographic transparencies.

11
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Change Management and Tony Stone Images

2. Change Management and Tony Stone Images
For TSI, the changes required to be made to the business are both cultural and
physical. This can be backed up in an article written by Rosabeth Moss Kanter
(3) in which she states that

'Change is indeed everywhere - regardless of

country, culture or organisation'. Changes need to occur amongst the way the
business processes are interpreted as well as to provide the company with the
physical tools to achieve their transition between Power and Role cultures with
the mínimum of disruption.
2.1 How big is the change?
It is important to consider the size of the change that TSI needs to undertake .
Three types of change are considered, Process Improvement; Process
Redesign and Business Process Re-engineering. These are defined by John
Macdonald (4) as foliows.
2.1.1 Process Improvement

Total Quality Management (TQM) (5) focusses on managing an organisation so
that every job and every process is carried out right first time and every time.
Kaizen (6) is a continuous improvement initiative introduced by the Japanese
which focusses on accepting that improvements can always be made in
business and should be part of the culture rather than the big effort of step
change commonly undertaken in industry. Both TQM and Kaizen put emphasis
on process improvements. The organisation empowers the whole workforce to
look for and implement improvements to all work processes. The improvements
are often small, confined within functional boundaries and focused on improving
the existing system. There is considerable impact on the work culture of the
organisation where everyone in the company is involved and are orientated
towards customers and processes.
2.1.2 Process Redesign

For most companies, process redesign represents radical change. Process
redesign concentrates on major processes which cross functional boundaries
and is generally strongly customer focused. It goes beyond improving the
12
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existing processes and continually asks the question 'should we be doing this
at all?' Process redesign is a natural evolution of Total Quality Management
and uses many of the traditional techniques of Organisation and Method and
Work Study. It is different through the focus on customers and the use of the
opportunities available from the development of Information Technology.
2.1.3 Business Process Re-engineering

Hammer and Champy (7) have defined re-engineering as a 'fundamental
rethink and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic
improvements in critical contemporary measures of performance, such as cost,
quality, service and speed'.

The approach is based on the premise that continuous incrementa!
¡mprovement is not capable of meeting the challenge of the global market
place. To succeed, companies need major breakthroughs in performance and
to leapfrog their competitors. Rather than 10% improvements, Business
Process Re-engineering expects for example to cut product development
cycles by 50%, cut order delivery times from 1 month to 1 day and take 60% 80% out of costs while at the same time improving service levéis. That is
dramatic change.

The following diagram taken from Macdonald's (4) book 'Understanding
Business Process Reengineering in a Week'; shows the differences between
¡mprovement, redesign and re-engineering.

13
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Radical

Imperative

t
High
Business
Process
Reengineering
IX
based
need

Risk

Degree
of
Change

Process
Redesign

Process
Improvement
Small

Low Minor

Low<-

Short / Low

<

-Expectation of results
Time and cost to improvement

Low <

Executive Involvement —

Dramatic
-»Long / High
-> Very High

Figure 7 - Différences between improvement, redesign and engineering (MacDonald)

From the diagram and the culture of TSI as already described in Chapter 1, the
method of change to be adopted by the Company can be predicted. Taking
each of the axis factors in turn, TSI can be placed somewhere on the chart for
anticipated change methods adopted.

Expectation of results - TSI wishes to see great changes from the project,
perhaps more than are physically possible. This indicates a move towards
Business Process Re-engineering.

Time and Cost to Improvement - To improve in the shortest time possible and
at thé best and most compétitive price possible is a natural reaction for any
organisation. This is probably also the case with TSI, thus indicating Process
Improvement.

Executive Involvement - At the beginning of the project, the executives will
probably want to be involved in every detail. This being the case, Business
Process Re-engineering is the way forward. It is highly likely however that once
the project has been going on for a while, executive attention will be pulled
14
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away to other stratégie issues. If executive involvement cannot be maintained
then there is no point in aiming for Business Process Re-engineering as a
method for change. TSI probably therefore falls somewhere in thë région of
Process Redesign. .

Degree of Change and Risk - To a large extent the Company just wants to
continue operating the way it is, only more efficiently. Where à manual
opération is involved, it could be automated or changed in some way. At the
same time, the risk factor cannot be too large as those functions to be analysed
are also those which créate the product to seil. The changes cannot therefore
be seen as potentially damaging to the business. The degree of change and
the risk involved will by no means be low, but will not be very high. The
changes probably most suited to TSI indícate process redesign.

IT based need - TSI is not backwards in its awareness of the benefits of IT to
the business. A new System to look after the images library and the sale of
images was implemented in January 1994. The Company is also of the
impression that IT can significantly help production. They will not however
implement IT based control for the sake of it, and any that are installed will
remain as simple as possible with flexibility for the future. Again, the need for an
IT base to change, places the Company in the process improvement and
process redesign bracket.

In summary, the factors identified by Macdonald highlight the différences
between Process Improvement, Process Re-design and Business Process Re
engineering show TSI as not being particularfy afraid of change but at the same ,
time being cautious of change with respect to

the effect on the business.

Projects at TSI are likely to opérate within the boundaries of process re-design.
2.2 Readiness and Ability to Change at Tony Stone Images
As part of some earlier work done by the author on the subject of change (8), a .
prototype product was developed to assess a company's readiness and ability
to tackle a change programme.
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The product consists of a séries of questionnaires, the answers of which are
plotted 6n a polar chart resulting in the company's changeability fingerprint'
being identified. Areas which need improvement to facilitate the success of a
change programme are highlighted. Each 'spoke' on the polar chart represents
a dimension of change for the company. The chart for TSI was plotted as
follows.

Change/Abilitv Chart for Tony Stone Images

Figure 8 - The Change/Ability chart for Tony Stone Images

A week was spent at the company in August 1993 (prior to the beginning of the
TCP) and during that period, 33 people from différent departments within the
company were involved in completing the questionnaires and then commenting
on them in a 20 minute interview conducted later in the week. As the product
being tested is a prototype, the results were compared to gênerai observations
made whilst at the company. A summary of the strengths, weaknesses and
uncertainties of TSI in terms of the company's readiness and ability to change
are as follows.
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Strenaths
•

The company has overall success in the use of resources and groups
working together towards a common purpose.

•

Any information circulated around the company tends to be correct and
according to that which was originally requested.

•

People and their potential tends to be well recognised - good motivation.
This was at least the case when the company was smaller. It may now be
under question.

Weaknesses
•

Although the company has a mission it is either not well defined or is poorly
communicated amongst the lower levéis of the company.

•

The company does have a history of change programmes and they have
been successful. The main concern is that the breadth and depth of the
company affected by the changes are small in comparison to the levéis of
change expected and experienced by Teaching Company Schemes.

•

Time tends to be used well for the physical activities during the course of a
project however the documentation and procédural aspects scored rather
weakly.

Uncertainties
•

Communications achieved a low score with a wide spread of answers. This
indicates that there are members of the company who communicate well
with others in the organisation. There are also those who do not.
Communication is always a difficult issue to overeóme and may cause some
problems within the course of various projects which are tackled.

•

Although the ability of individuáis is generally recognised, there tends to be
some weakness shown in the ability to select the right people for projects in
particular senior managers and key players. This supports the previous
section over the involvement of senior executives in the project. It appears
that they are not heavily inyolved in projects because they ask not to be due
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to strategic issues at hand. This being the case, the selection of other key
players in projects is of greater importánce for the changes to be a success.

Having a mix of good Communications and the right people is key to the
success of any project. It may well be that TSI tackles too many projects at any
one time. Some will fall by the wayside and others will be completed with
varying degrees of success. Projects require people to make them work. If
there are too many projects there may not be enough people to go round. This
being the case, it is only right that the company . considere Process
Improvement or Process Redesign and not the full commitment demanded for
Business Process Re-engineering to be a success.

In order to ensure as much success from the Teaching Company Programme
as possible, two actions need to be taken.

1. Production needs to be recognised as a function, overseeing the
manufacturing process within Tony Stone Images to highlight possible áreas
for improvement.
2. There also needs to be a forum set up whereby improvement projects can
be discussed both at a shop floor and executive level.

In an article concerning the topic of continuous improvement, Philip Hanson (9)
mentions that a Japanese manager comménted that in the west, the Japanese
word 'Kaizen' is used simply to mean continuous improvement. In reality it has
strong connotations of sharing.

The concept of setting up improvement groups needs to be not only as a forum
for airing and solving problems but also as a forum for knowledge transfer.
Sharing the improvement with those in other departments and carrying out
training if necessary is an ideal way to continué the work of one department
through to others.
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Hanson goes on to explain that the fací that the Japanese nave now pioneered
a new initiative known as TPM Total Productive Management which shows the
necessity for continuous improvement. While lean production talks of waste
elimination and the removal of non valué adding activities, TPM is focused on
the complete elimination (not reduction) of major losses. The TPM goal is
invariably zero defects, zero downtime and zero accidents or surprises. These
ambitious goals are achieved through capturing the energies and skills of the
shop floor coupled with production and process engineers.

If TSI can go some way down the path of achieving these ideáis, forums for
discussing and achieving improvement and change can be created and used to
great advantage.
2.3 Process Improvement Structures.
In an article covering manufacturing control systems depending upon the type
of business being analysed, J . Browne (10) shows the following as a typical
manufacturing control system hierarchy.

Business Planning
*

Strategic
Issues

Master Production Scheduling
"
*
Tactical
Issues

Requirements Planning
*
Factory Coordination
*

Operational
Issues
Production
Activity Control

PAC

PAC

PAC

Figure 9 - Manufacturing Control systems hierarchy

When the project at TSI first began, all of the executives wanted to be involved
ín every activity. There was great interest in the work that was being done as for
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the first time an individual was dedicated to helping the company move from O
to X (see figure 6) as smoothly and with as much success as possible. This was
all very well for a short time, however strategic issues soon took over and the
executives did not have the time to be dealing with day to day operational
issues (see 2.1.3 'Executive Involvement).

The fact that the executive felt this way can be reinforced by Browne's diagram
(fig 9) which shows that the executive need to concéntrate more on the
strategic and tactical issues. The área where the improvements are taking
place is with factory co-ordination and production activity control which are
grouped under operational issues. It is right therefore that the executive should
not be involved however they do need to be kept informed on a regular basis.
t o facilítate communicatíon regarding project progress, and to ensure success
from the TCP, two meeting forums were set up as follows:2.3.1 The Process Improvement Group (PIG)

PIG meetings wére held weekly and involved all those who supervised at a.
shop floor level within the production and supporting processes.

The group's purpose was to identify improvements which could be made and
find ways of tackling the obstacles such that change could take place. This
often involved trial periods of the new ideas with reviews at a later date.
Improvements covered by the PIG group are detailed in chapter4. This meeting
also provided a forum for those worried about sénior management to air their
grievances in a relaxed ánd supportive environment.
2.3.2 The Production Management Group (PMG)

This group also involved members of the PIG meetings with the addition of the
sénior executives. The meetings were held monthly and an update on the
progress of the PIG was given.
The meeting also provided a forum for any issues which the PIG felt were too
high level for them to tackle to be raised. This often involved ideas for
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improvement which could affect Company policy or which may have too much of
an impact on the growth progress of the Company in the long term.

Once the issues had been discussed, the PIG may or may

not have been

charged with the authority to carry out the change.The P M G emerged as a
means for improvement issues to be passed up as well as down the managerial
structure.
The following diagram shows a generalised Company hierarchy to aid the
understanding of those members of staff who attended PIG meetings'and those
who attended PMG meetings.

Tony Stone
Chairman
Maurice Marks
Vice Chairman
Derek Kartoum
Vice Chairman

Lawrence Gould
Finance Director

Simon Thornley
Managing Director

ÎiTerry, Peters
^peRátionsiManage^

FramingrandlFínishing^
lii^ISupervisoriHp

^Suaejvisorg

ÍAndrewjSaunderSj
|Creative|Ma^ąger |
:

^fAlan^Çapël^l
P'2jK^FiÍeslMánáger§

Figure 10 - Organisation Chart showing attend a nee to the PIG and PMG meetings
(October 1993 - October1994)

Those shown in grey attended PIG meetings whilst those with rounded boxes
attended PMG meetings.

In October 1994 TSI recruited a Production Manager to oversee the controls of
the manufacturing process. Lines of communication changed through the
Production Manager and the PIG and PMG meetings ceased to be held. They
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did however provide a good base upon which the Production Manager could
build a production ohented and customer driven mindset, and were valuable in
providing direction prior to the Production Manager's position being filled.
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3. The Production Process
Now that the culture of TSI has been established, and the size of the changes
anticipated, the production process needs to be analysed and understood in
greater detail. This has been done by identifying the departments through
which work flows and questioning the flow in terms of its effïciency.
3.1 Departm entai Structure
3.1.1 Creative

This department looks after all of the company's associated photographers by
guiding them through whatever work is required at the time and by editing any
work which has been submitted for considération as part of the collection.
Creative are also responsible for working with marketing by keeping tabs on the
current trends in imagery and for recruiting new photographers.
3.1.2 Image Classification

Image Classification are responsible for entering any new accepted images
onto the System so that records are available. This involves adding captions,
picture numbers and other détails about the images which make them saleable
and interesting.
3.1.3 Electronic Imaging

This department is responsible for scanning the film copy of an image into the
computer server and enhancing it electronically. This involves removing logos
from vehicles and clothing and generally changing the colour and appearance
of an image, again to enhance saleability.
3.1.4 Darkrooms

This department essentially takes one copy of an image and duplicates it to as
many times as is required. The duping quantity tends to be determined by the
type of image and the international circulation it will receive. The darkroom
caméras can also deal with less difficult colour enhancements and changes
which would otherwise overload Electronic Imaging.
23
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3.1.5 Framing and Finishing

This is where a batch of duplicated images are finished and distributed amongst
the overseas offices and agents. The department has such a large volume of
work that it uses outworkers to provide the capacity to meet demand.
3.1.6 Picture Control

As the name suggests, this department controls the movement of images
outside the London office in terms of sélections being sent to clients and the
new images being sent to the overseas offices and agents.
3.1.7 Picture Research

This department searches for sélections of images covering the required
subject area to send to clients. The searches have to give a good
représentation of the requested area as it is from the sélections that sales are
made.

The other functions; Sales, marketing, accounts, despatch and Systems are
common to most organisations and do not really have any direct impact on the
production process.
3.2 The Production Flow
Having established the departmental functions within TSI, the flow of work
through production has been identifiée! as follows:
1. Market research is carried out both externally and internally from sales
records about the type of image currently in demand by variöus clients. This
information is then fed to the Creative department who target the Associated
Photographien to shoot the required images.

2: A photographer submits a sélection of wok to the Company (either on
spéculation or as targeted by Creative). The Creative department then edits
the work against quality, subject and style criteria. It is then marked in terms
of those images which are to be rejected and those which are good enough
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to become part of the library collection. Of those which are kept, one of two
paths can be taken.

The first path is that the picture is of acceptable standard to be part of the
collection but does not warrant multiple copies being made - it is therefore
fjled as an 'original'.

The second path is where a picture is of acceptable standard to be part of
the collection. It is deemed to be capable of multiple sales around the world
so is put forward for duplication (of up to 300 times) - it is therefore
progressed as a 'dupe possible'.

3. Rejected images are returned to the photographer. Both the Originals and
the dupe possibles go through the Image Classification department where
they are sériai numbered and have descriptive captions added.

A second décision making process takes place at Dupe Sélection, where
the

path for dupe possibles is determined. If an image requires

enhancement then it will go through Electronic Imaging before going to the
Darkrooms for duplication. If an image requires small changes such that the
caméras can deal with, it goes directly to the darkrooms for duplication.

4. After duplication, the film has to go off-site for processing and on return it is
quality checked. The strips of processed film go through the Framing and
Finishing department.

Outworkers are employed (so again work

is

processed off site) to mount, frame, sleeve and attach a bar-code and
picture label to each individual image.

5. On returning from the outworkers, the duplicate images are divided into their
countries of destination for the overseas offices and agents, are packaged
up with the correct paperwork and despatched. A quota of duplicate images
also remain in London for sale in the UK.
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The process description is suppbrted by the figure 11. The diagram however
does not show the identification of an image need by the marketing department.

In 1995, the UK collection was holding approximately 250,000 différent images
(26,000 duped, 224,000 originals) and was being added to at the rate of 200
per week. On . a world-wide

scale, the number of originals held was

approximately 2 million.

TSI also produces two catalogues per-year with the policy that every image
appearing in the catalogues will be available for sale in each of the offices and
agents at the time of catalogue faunch. This in itself créâtes a massive
duplication programme, regardless of continuing to duplicate those images that
were not selected for the catalogues.
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Creative
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Editing
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Caption Writing
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Düpe Selection
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Image Classification

Creative

Electronic Imaging

Imaging
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Finishing
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]
Distribution

i
Picture Control

UK Files

Picture Control
and Despatch

Overseas
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Figure 11 - Flowchart of the production process at Tony Stone Images

3.3 Establishing Product Lead Time
In order to achieve the overall goal of the TCP objectives, the product lead time
needed to be established as a benchmark to begin identifying areas where
improvements could be made. One issue which became immédiately apparent
was the logistics in moving work around the building, between floors and in and
out of the building where external processes are involved. The original structure
of the production process around the offices at Bayham Street from September
1993 to Spring 1994 is shown in figure 12.
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Otto Von Malaise (11) explained that in order to take advantage of the whole
productivity potential the entire line

from the material supplier to customer

delivery of the finished product must be optimised. Applied to TSI, the material
supplier is the photographier, submitting images to the collection and the
f

delivery of the finished product is two fold, one to the direct customer from
London and two to the overseas offices and agents.

Second Roer
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Figure 12 - Diagram showing the movement of images around the building
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Early in the TCP three methods were used to understand the constraints within
the production process and to establish the average product lead time. Thèse
were

•

A flowchart of the whole process as detailed in section 3.2.

•

Job tracking forms.

•

Production Simulation Software.

Through discussion with individuáis in the management structure, it was feit
that depending upon image priority, product lead times could take anywhere
between -four and six months. Unfortunately due to the scale of catalogue
production there were some cases of images taking longer than a year to be
progressed. These were images which had been accepted to be part of the
collection, but were then not selected to be in the catalogue. A more accurate
picture of the scale of the problem in terms of product lead time needed to be
established.
3.3.1 Flowchart

In the three month period between October and December 1993, a flowchart of
the whole business was produced. Time was spent in each department
understanding the work required to be done and which departments feed each
other. As information was collected, it was also possible to establish the
approximate times that each department believed were the processing times for
their function. As no other information was available, thèse lead times were
taken as a starting point for analysis.

The following table shows estimated lead times for the différent types of image
produced. The times are gained from figure 14 which showsi estimated
processing times for each department. These times were collected through
interviewing staff during the création of the flowcharts.
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An image.which is rejected afterediting
An image which is rejected after dupe
sélection
An original for distribution
A dupe not requiring imaging
A dupe requiring imaging

22 days (4.4 weeks)
74 days (14.8 weeks)
42 days (8.4 weeks)
112 days (22.4 weeks)
123 days (24.6 weeks)

Figure 13 - Table showing estimated lead time for the différent types of image produced

N.B. The term week is used to dénote a working week of 5 days.

Department / Activity
Despatch
Booking in
Editing
Framing, Barcoding & Caption Writing
Booking in to Dupe Sélection
Dupe Sélection
Booking in to Electronic Imaging
Imaging
Booking in to Duping
Duping
Dupe Quality Check
Préparation for Outworkers
Outworker Framing
Booking back, System modification,
label phnting
Outworker Labelling
Distribution
Shipping, UK filing

Processing time
1 day
1 day
20 days (4 weeks)
20 days (4 weeks)
2 days
30 days (6 weeks) **
1 day
10 days (2 weeks)
2 days
5 days (1 week)
5 days (1 week)
4 days
5 days (1 week)
4 days
3 days
5 days (1 week)
5 days (1 week)

Figure 14 - Table showing initial leàd time estimâtes from creating the flowcharts

** 6 weeks was the time quoted by the individuals responsible for the Dupe
Sélection function although no time is actually used as a working guideline.

At the time of creating the flowcharts, the managers were of the understanding
that the average product lead time was in the order of 16 weeks (approximately
4 months). Just from initial investigation, the lead time for an image which
needed füll production appeared to be 24.6 weeks (approximately 6 months). It
soon became clear that each department was not entirely aware of what either
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the preceding or following departments did, how they affected each other, and
what the conséquences of delayed work could be.

The resuit of drawing up the flowcharts indicated areas where processes were
repeated and areas where value was not really being added to the prodùct. The
largest contender for non-value adding activities appeared to be the number of
queues that images were placed in awaiting some kind of processing.

Further work needed to be done to establish how much waiting time there was
in the process.

Samples of the flowcharts can be seen in Appendix A.
3.3.2 Job Tracking Forms

In January 1994, a number of 'Job Tracking Forms' were entered into the
production System to identify the following:

•

How long a job (original, dupe, reject) takes to move through its relevant
production activities.

•

In the length of time a job is in the System, how much of that time is actually
productive - i.e. adding value to the product.

•

Where there are problems in the System which are preventing jobs from
progressing through activities quicker (bottlenecks, high levels of WIP, nonproductive delays between activities).

The above points proved to be particularty valuable for the areas at the
beginning of the process which were not as linear as the later stages and so
average processing times needed to be found.
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The analysis of.the production process using 'Job Tracking Forms' followed the
path of images through the

System,

beginnihg where images are received as a

submission and ending where either:

•

Rejected images were returned to the photographer.

•

Originals were fïled.

•

Duplicate images were distributed around the world and fïled.

An example of a job tracking form can be seen in figure 15.

Job Tracking Form
Picture
Number

Submission
Number
Department Date receivec
receiving
by
job
départ ment

Activity
. carried
out

Date of
activity

Duration
of activity
(hrs/mins)

Next
department
in the
process

Date sent
to next
department

Figure 15 - Example of a Job Tracking Form

Job Tracking Forms were added to submissions on arrivai and booking in. The
form then stayed with the submission throughout the rest of its journey, even if
it became split into Originals and duplicates. In thèse cases the job tracking
form was photocopied so that Originals and duplicates from the same
submission could be traced.

On arrivai in a department the first and second columns were filled in, then
when an activity was carried out, the activity, the date at which the activity was
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carried out and the duration of the activity were ail noted. When being passed
on to the next activity in the process, the final two columns were filled in.

Of the 20 forms which were added to submissions, 15 were returned when the
images to which they were attached were completed. The most accurate
figures were gained for the earliest activities in the process. The reason for this
is not known, however it is anticipated that although each department was
informed of the analysis, the importance of day to day production overtook the
recording of activities. Also the time between the issue of the forms and their
arrivai at later departments varied so much that the forms were perhaps
forgotten. Some valuable information however about the Editing, Image
Classification and Dupe Sélection activities was collated. The table of results
can be seen in Appendix B. The following chart shows the percentage of total
time recorded that an image typically spends in each department.

Percentaae of time per activitv

Other
24%

\ " '** „ /

Ä

Editing

\ . , Sj&ÈSBk

Dupe Sélection
44%

16%

\
Image
Classification
16%

Figure 16 - Pie chart showing the split of time per production activity

The section labeled as 'Other' is information about other activities which took
place but which was not common enough across the sample to detail. It
included departments such as Duping, Despatch, Distribution and Electronic
Imaging.
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The main problem areas highlighted were editing and dupe sélection. The
images were held in thèse departments for a considérable length of time
waiting for the next opération. When the activities which added value to the
images did occur they only took a matter of minutes each. There is clearly room
for improvement as thèse are areas where décisions are made about whether
or not an image should be kept, and if it is kept, what its use should be. The
time the images are being kept as Work In Progress, pending a décision-must
outweigh the time it takes to décide the fate of an image. The détail and
possible solutions to thèse problems are discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3.3 Production Simulation Software

Over a four week period from mid January into February 1994, démonstrations
of four production simulation packages were seen. Each simulation package
matched and in some cases exceeded a list of requirements previously set, so
the design, output and usability of the packages became the criteria on which a
décision was based. The four packages were viewed as follows.
3.3.3.1 Service Model - PMC (Production Model/ing Corporation)
Based near Warwick University, PMC are an agent for an American cbmpany,
selling two simulation packages; ProModel and ServiceModel.

At the time, both packages were the same, however future developments
intend to reduce the similarities between them. ProModel is very factory based,
with simulations representing machine opérations. The time for each activity
can be accurately set and manual intervention is kept at a minimum.
ServiceModel however caters for the service industries which are more manual,
thus requiring more people based simulations to be set up. An example of a
ServiceModel simulation is a télécommunications customer service office where
the important factors are the length of time a téléphone has to ring before it is
answered and then once answered, how long a customer waits in a queue.
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333.2 Witness-AT&TIstel

The Witness package is a product which was originally developed by the
Computing team from British Leyland Motor Company. Due to a management
buy-out, the Company changed its name to Istel and then in 1989 the
Computing company AT&T took over Istel. Since the take-over, AT&T have put
forward substantial amounts of capital to allow the Systems development
programme to continue. Witness caters for the simulation of both manufacturing
and service industries.
3.3.3.3 SIM Factory - Analyste Consultants.
SIM factory is a simulation package which is part of a range of software owned
by an American organisation called CACI products. Analysis Consultants work
as an agent for CACI in the UK and seil their products. As the name indicates,
SIM Factory has been used for simulating manufacturing processes and now
the company is considering releasing exactly the same product under a
différent name to cater for the service industries.

Servi ce Model

Witness

SIM Factory

AutoMod

Easy to learn

y

y

y

X

Easy to use

y

y

y

X

Rapid model buifd

y

y

y

?

Good icon library

y

y

y

?

Easy access to library

y

y

X

?

Good graphies

•

y

y

y

2-D simulation

y

y

y

y

3-D simulation

y

y

y

y

Good stats Output

y

y

y

y

View stats in simulation

X

y

X

X

Cost (£)

1500

1500

5000

700

Training {£)

900

650

?

inc. in cost

750 (after 6m)

200

?

?

3150

2350

5000 + ?

700+ ?

Support etc. (£p.a.)
Total Cost (£)

Figure 17 - Table showing the différent functionality avaïlable in the four production
simulation packages researched
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3.3.3.4 AutoMod - A utologic Systems Limited

AutoMod is a simulation package which is part of a product range covering
simulation and. scheduling. The products were developed in America and the
distributor for the UK was originally Frazer Nash Technology Ltd. Autologic
Systems was set up after an agreement with Frazer Nash to take the
distribution of the packages away from its core business.

Figure 17 is a summary of the analysis and assessment criteria used, along
with a demonstration to decide upon the best package for simulating the
production environment within TSI.

In summary, each package could perform the basic functions for a user to be
able to build a model of a production process, run it and then retrieve some
statistical information. The method of building a simple model is to select icons
representing the activities, give them some parameters and then connect the
activities with a work flow. Queues and variable feed rates etc. could then be
set. The one exception was Automod which could build stock control
simulations by selecting icons, however manufacturing simulations seemed to
be very spreadsheet dependent.

The requirement for the package is to be able to quickly build a model of the
current method of working at TSI. The model will then be used to find the ideal
process layout and use of resources to allow the company to meet and exceed
production targets. The package therefore needs to be easy to learn so that as
little time as possible is taken up with training allowing the analysis work to
begin as soon as possible.

Although AutoMod is the cheapest, it also seems very powerful, so much so
that a large amount of time would be spent in training and learning the full
capabilities

of the

system. AutoMod was

disregarded

due to

these

observations. The others, all seemed easier to learn and so would be in use
quicker.
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Sim Factory was rejected fïrstly due to its cost, and secondly due to the fact that
the default icons were always skips for queues and tables for activities. These
then had to be changed to fit the process being simulated. The icon library then
had to be viewed by scrolling through the icons instead of being able to see
them ail at once on a grid and then selecting the one required. This package
was deemed not to be ideal for the speed at which the simulation was required
to be set up and opérable.

Witness and ServiceModel are left and the only différence between them in
function is the fact that Witness allows the viewing of the statistics as they occur
instead of having to wait until the end of the simulation to compile the data. Also
in terms of cost, Witness is slightly cheaper than ServiceModel. The package
which was chosen was Witness.
3.3.3.5 Results and observations.
The production model was built using queues and activities, with entities flowing
through. A sample of the model produced using Witness can be seen in
Appendix C. In order to produce as accurate a model as possible, it was
necessary to détermine the beginning and the end of the process to be
analysed. It soon became apparent that the following factors were key in
gaining results from the model.

1. As was discovered through the use of the flowchart and the job tracking
forms, the times for processing images through the créative section, i.e. the
section where a décision had to be made about any submitted material was
not constant. A Statistical method for giving images random processing
times had to be used.
2. At any one time, the mix pf images going through the process is of différent
subject matter. This produced différent outcomes in terms of how the imagé
was dealt with or whether it was accepted or not. Again random Statistical
methods had to be used.
3. No allowance had been made in the model for rejecting work, reworking any
rejects, or for the production of composite images. Composite images are
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produced where two or more images are superimposed on each other to
create an entirely new image. The ideas for composites can be generated
anywhere in the

Editing, Image Classification, Dupe Sélection and

Electronic Imaging departments. Random production of entities representing
composite images would also have to be generated.
4. Thé duping process relied on the correct shift times for each caméra being
set up, as well as including the criteria.for running certain types of image on
the différent sizes of caméra. This proved to be very difficult to programme,
but did however produce the right results for this area. The fact that duping
is a weekly cycle meant that ail of the entities arriving in any one week had
to be completed before the following week. This was key in trying to
establish some consistency in an otherwise random process.,
5. Once duping was completed, the remainder of the processes were also
dépendent on weekly batches. Thus the process became linear.

The mix of random opérations, many différent types of entity and linear finishing
processes made the resulting model very difficult to achieve. It was not possible
to run the model for long enough to reach a steady State due to the duping
programme producing more entities than the system was designed to deal with.
The process of collecting enough information for building the model and
running the inaccurate model that was achieved, reinforced the points which
had been discovered from the flowcharting and job tracking form investigations.

The early part of the process through Creative, Image Classification, Dupe
sélection and Electronic Imaging is very random in ail of the opérations. This is
essentially due to the nature of the product. The amount of work receivable
from the photographers is unknown at any one time which makes the available
capacity in the early opérations either too great or too little to cope with the
quantities présent. Once one opération of a job is delayed, the overall date at
which the job is expected to be completed by is also delayed.

The later part of the process from duping onwards is linear enough to maintain
the flow of work, but is generally not flexible enough to catch up on any earlier
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delays. The cameras in the darkrooms allow the quantity of work progressed to
be monitored. Once the work passes through into framing and finishing, the
workflow relies on the many pairs of hands to progress it. As the need for more
images increased with the opening of new overseas offices, the need for more
outworkers grew along with the cost of employing them. This raised the issue of
automating the framing and finishing process - see section 4.7.

Overall, the use of a simulation package to determine the product lead time and
evalúate alternative solutions to the opérations employed was not as successful
as originally anticipated. This was mainly due to the random nature of the
business involving the images within the process and the unknown élément in
terms of sales demands and photographier submissions. The other issue was
the inexpérience of the Witness user. Many smaller models and easier
situations should have been tackled before attempting to simúlate the process
within Tony Stone Images. Everï then, it is possible that modelling would not
have produced a realistic picture of the business and its opérations.
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4. Improvement Projects and Results
This chapter covers the improvement projects identified and implemented as a
resuit of the production process analysis. The gênerai outcome of each is also
covered.
4.1 Image Checking
As images enter the System, they are counted and booked in by despatch and
the editing department. In order to satisfy company sales policies, images of
people are required to have a model release (permission from the model for the
image to be sold in any capacity) and photographers who send in world travel
and scientific shots are to submit caption information to help the caption writing
process. The check for this information was originally intended to be done by
the créative department during editing. Often one or both pièces of information
are missing and this is not being picked up until the images are in Image
Classification having captions written.

As a resuit of information being absent, the photographer has to be contacted
for the missing information, by which time they could be oh another shooting
location. It became clear that a lot of time can be saved if the correct
information is received with the images on submission. Missing model releases
cause the most problems as the créative department would like to put through a
potentially big selling image without a model release even though one is
required. Model releases are necessary to protect the company against future
légal battles with the models if any images are used to represent controversial
issues.

Through discussion with the PIG a System was set up whereby the submissions
were returned to the photographer depending upon the severity of the lacking
information. The intention being to correct the problem at source. As in a
standard manufacturing process this can be likened to improving supplier
relations.
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The photographers were ail informed of the need to submit ail of the image
détails together. Those with smaller quantifies of images to manage responded
well whereas those with larger volumes of images were not able to collect ail of
the information together.

Conflict developed between the créative department's need to put images
through the process and not upset the photographers, and the production need
to have ail of the materials available in order to make the product.

An analogy can be drawn between the situation at TSI and a quality
manufacturer such as the car industry. A car without a steering wheel cannot be
sold and must remain in the factory which will cost the company money. By the
same token an image of a person without a model release cannot be
progressed for légal reasons and will cost the company money bôth in image
storage and in lost sales.

The change was not a lasting success and images were soon back to being
progressed without ail of the information available. Two types of 'held' job were
however identified; those whose queries could be dealt with immediately and
those whose queries could not and so had to wait for longer. This concept is
used later in the thesis.
4.2 Editing time
Figure 16 in section 3.3.2 shows that editing and Dupe Sélection take up 60%
of the total recorded time between them. Thèse activities are essentially in
décision making, where the next step for an image is determined. The
assumption can therefore be made that if the time spent on décision making
can be reduced, the product lead time can be reduced, thus also reducing work
in progress.

From the information gathered, it was not possible to make any corrélation
between the number of images being edited and the length of time an edit was
taking. For example, submission number 5562 had 19 images with a total
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editing time of 123 minutes and submission number 5818 had 120 images with
a total editing time of 73 minutes. The resulting images from the two mentioned
submissions were différent but they do show that there is difficulty in knowing
the quality of the images within a submission before it is seen, thus editing
times cannot be pre-determined.

Following discussion with the PIG group (for a members organisation chart see
figure 10) and the Creative department, agreement was made to more closely
monitor the length of time a submission is in Creative and keep it to within 4
weeks where possible. Four weeks is the time-frame previously agreed by
Creative to turn work around and this décision required it to be enforced where
possible.

A rack containing a séries of pigeon holes for each of the 6 editors has been
installed. There are four pigeon holes for each editor representing the 4 weeks
in which work can be in the department.

When submissions are entered into the department they are assigned a four
week deadline. The submissions are monitored by the créative coordinators
who move the submissions along the pigeon holes as each week passes by.
The editors know that any submissions in the current editing pigeon hole have
to be edited to keep up with the 4 week editing deadline. The changes provided
the department with greater visibility of the progress of work and the quantity of
work in the department.

As différent subjects passed deadlines for the catalogues or were the current
image trënd^ some editors had more work pending than others. Although each
editor is responsible for the communication between a certain group of
photographers, it has been possible for the. Creative Manager to share out the
task of editing to enable the department to meet deadlines.

The new process has, on the whole, been well received and has allowed more
stability to be maintained over the department. The managers are also
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beginning to understand the departmental editing capacities. Although the
human element involved and the unpfedictable mix of images makes
measurement intangible, a better idea of what can and canhot be achieved has
been gained.
4.3 Second Editing.
Although the figures are not shown in the table, there were 7 submissions
recorded as having a second edit. Six of these submissions show that it is
taking on average a further 5 working days for the second edit to be completed.
A second edit generally takes place where editor training is being carried out
and a second opinión is required on some work.

The first and second edits result in some images being returned to the
photographer. A recommendation was made to the effect that, if the time
between the first and second edits can be reduced or even removed, the
images to be returned to the photographer can be removed from the system
quicker, with only wanted imag'es remaining.

After discussions covenng the valué gained from second editing, it was felt that
the second editing process did not add a great deal to the overall outcome of
the images within a submission. The editing department was also experienced
enough such that second editing has become redundant as an educational
process to the newer editors in the team. Second editing has successfully been
removed from the process.
4.4 Bar-coding, Framing and Caption writing.
The Image Classification department is responsible for receiving edited images
from creative and preparing them for the next stage in the process. Images
which are to be kept as origináis are framed and images which are to be
duplicated are placed in plástic sleeves. Every image received from editing then
has a bar-code added which is then entered on the system. From this point on,
original images are identifiable by their bar-code. Duplícate images have bar-
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codes entered further down the production process. Once images are framed /
bagged and bar-coded they are put in boxes awaiting caption writing.

If catalogue production is underway, any images which fall into the subject
matter covered by the catalogue have priority over the rest. They have their
caption written first. Then any normal dupes have their captions written and the
Originals

have their captions written last. Each time, the submission is returned

to a box to await the next process.

The bar-coding and framing process is undertaken by différent staff to the
caption writing process. Bar-coding and framing tends to be quicker than
caption writing resulting in a large backlog building up between the two
processes.

It was suggested that the staff in the Image Classification department be
trained together to become multi-skilled and individually manage a whole
submission from start to finish through ail three processes; framing, bar-coding,
and caption writing. The advantages of this were that although the number of
completed images leaving a department in any week would probably fall, the
levels of work in progress would also fall as there would no longer be a stock of
part-completed submissions waiting in the department. The fact that the
department, like so many production processes is measured on output as
opposed to quality or efficiency, the suggestion was dismissed as not viable.
4.5 Dupe Sélection
This is the process by which the images originally selected for duping from
editing are edited a second time to clarify the original décision and to place
some routing and handling instructions to the images. The routing instructions
are largely self governing due to the sizes of the Originals being handled. The
caméras upon which the images can be duped are determined by the size of
the original and the amount of enhancement required. The main problem is that
Dupe Sélection as a process only happens once a week and for a designated
subject area. The number of images handled in any one session did, not equal
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the number of images entering the department on a normal week's output from
Image Classification. Large backlogs have built up so much so that it is not
unusual for an image to spend 6 months waiting to be progressed. By which
time the image may have missed the catalogue deadline or the type of image is
no longer required.

Two rather startling results from the submission tracking forms were obtained.

1. An image entered the company as part of submission number 5764 on the
8th February 1994. It entered Dupe Sélection for the first time on the 3rd
May 1994 (approximately 3 months later). This image then went through the
dupe sélection process and was sent to the darkrooms by the 9th May
1994. The image was returned to Dupe Sélection at some point and was
booked out of Dupe Sélection for the second time on the 24th March 1995 t

over one year after the submission was booked in.

*

2. An image entered the company as part of submission number 5809 on 28th
February 1994 and was entered into Dupe Sélection on the 29th June 1994.
The image was booked out of Dupe Sélection for duping on the 6th April
1995 - again over one year after initial submission booking in.

Where two examples have been recorded, therë must be hundreds of other
images to which the same thing is happening which are not logged by the
submission tracking process. Dupe Sélection seems therefore to have a large
impact on the delay of images just through the need for a second décision
making process to take place.

It has become clear that to reduce the overall production lead time (which is
proving to be harder and harder to measure as work progresses through the
process) the décision making opérations need rationalising. One suggestion
has been made to combine ail of the décisions which have to be made into one
process. i.e. the décision whether or not to keep an image, whether or not to
dupe a kept image and the route an image which is to be duped took should be
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made all at the same time. It was intended to run a trial of the suggestion to test
its feasibility, however the immédiate concerns of the Creative department
meant that during the period of the TCS this trial did not take place.
4.6 Building Re-organisation
Figure 12 in section 3.3 highlights the amount of movement required to process
the images. One upshot of the analysis work being carried out was the décision
to restructure the department layouts to allow work to be more visible and
transportable. This has become more critical as production volumes have
increased. The top floor of the building is now administrative so that no work
needs to be moved up through the building in order to corne down again. The
Company

has also acquired some off site office space from which to operate the

Framing, Finishing and distribution process.

Goldratt and Cox (12) described the Theory of Constraints' which concentrâtes
on making the bottlenecks within a Company visible, allowing them to be dealt
with. It is stated as being a continuous process as for every constraint removed,
others appear. TSl made some headway down the road of identifying the
constraints as reorganising the building has taken some of the emphasis away
from the levels of work in progress between departments allowing the focus to
be on the processes themselves and where they may be causing delays.

The following diagram shows the layout and flow of work through the building
as of June 1995. In comparing figure 18 with the original building layout in
figure 12, it can be seen that the second floor is no longer part of production so
keeping the work flow to lower levels.
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Figure 1B - Diagram showing the building layout and flow of work in June 1995

4.7 Framing and Finishing.
From investigations with the Framing and Finishing department the various
opérations involved are taking the following times:

Receiving images from the darkrooms and preparing 5 days
them for the outworkers
Images are framed and finished at the outworkers

5 days

Images checked back and labels printed

3 days

Images sentto outworkers for labelling

3 days

Images

returned

and

sorted

into

countries

for 5 days

distribution
Figure 19 - Table showing average opération duration in Framing and Finishing.
It soon became apparent that the framing and finishing process, up until the
images are sorted into countries for distribution was extremely labour intensive
and time consuming.
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At the beginning of every Teaching Company Programme, associâtes are
expected to complète an induction course which takes place over two one week
sessions. There is a two week period between the sessions where a miniproject is carried out. It is designed to give the associate more insight into the
Company in which they are working. The mini-project for Tony Stone Images
was to carry out a feasibility study into automating the framing and finishing
process to reduce the throughput time considerably from 16 working days. The
feasibility study initially involved a Company called Loersch in Germany,
however during the period of the Teaching Company Scheme a total of three
organisations were consulted on the possibility of automating framing and
finishing.

The initial study involved a German Company by the name of Loersch. Although
the füll report can be seen in Appendix D, the following tables show some
significant costings in terms of predicted spend by continuing to use outworkers
against potential savings to be made by automating the process.
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1993

1994

1995

Production forecast

663,220

1,105,188

1,122,000

Number of working weeks per year

48

48

48

Number of dupes requiring completion per week

13817.08

23024.75

23375.00

2475.16

2512.81

944.01

958.38

1726.86

1753.13

124.79

126.69

195.71

198.69

Average number of dupes completed by outworkers per 15500
week (current)
Wages per 20 dupe units (£)

2.15

Total wages per average week (£)

1666.25

Cost of mounts per 100 (£)

4.10

Total cost of mounts per average week (£)

635.50

Cost of sleeves per 100 (£)

7.50

Total cost of sleeves per average week (£)

1162.50

Cost of picture labels per 1000 (£)

5.42

Total cost of picture labels per average week (£)

84.01

Cost of bar codes per 1000 (£)

•

8.50

Total cost of bar codes per average week (£)

131.75

Cost of sellotape per box - 24 rolls (£)

13.43

Number of rolls used per week

40.00

66.66

67.67

Total cost of sellotape per average week {£)

22.38

37.30

37.87

Labour cost of labelling at 600 labels per hour {£)

4.9

Number of hours required for an average weeks work

25.83

38.37

38.96

Total cost of labelling per average week (£)

126.58

188.04

190.90

Outworkers transport costs per week (£)

10

10

10

Outworkers transport costs per year(£)

480

480

480

Total cost of dupe finishing per average week (£)

3838.98

5701.87

5788.46

Total cost of dupe finishing per annum (£)

184,270.88 273,689.81 277,845.85

Figure 20 - Costs of manual Framing and Finishing for forecasted production figures
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1994

1995

Production forecast

1,105,188.00 1,122,000.00

% of dupes to be finished automatically

88.6

88.6

Number of dupes to be finished automatically

979,237.00

994,103.00

Number of working weeks per year

48.00

48.00

Annual cost of mounts and sleeves @ £100 per 1000 (£)

97,923.70

99,410.30

Annual cost of labour @ £12,000 per employée

24,000.00

24,000.00

Cost of picture labels per 1000 (£)

5.42

5.42

Total cost of picture labels per year

5,307.46

5,388.04

Cost of barcodes per 1000 (£)

8.50

8.50

Total cost of barcodes per year (£)

8,323.51

8,449.88

Cost of weekly power usage of 500W per hour @ £0.084 per 1.47

1.47

KW/hr
Total cost of power per year

70.56

70.56

Total cost of dupe finishing per year (£)

135,625.24

137,318.77

Figure 21 - Cost of automatic Framing and Finishing for forecasted production figures

The initial investigations based on estimated machiner/ costs and production
forecasts showed that for 1994:

The cost of Dupe finishing using outworkers = £273,689.81
The cost of Dupe finishing with automation = £135,625.24

A potential saving of approximàtely £140,000 could be made in 1994. It is clear
that further investigation is required in order to source machinery and further
justify the benefits of automating a high volume process.
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The three organisations investigated during the period November 1993 to July
1995 are as follows:
•

Loersch

•

C . B . L Tool and Engineering Co. Ltd.

•

Robotec

The main issue with finding automation for the framing and finishing department
is that TSI duplicates images onto 70mm film. All of the 'off the shelf suppliers
of photographie mounting equipment cater for the 35mm film market, creating
small slides. This is not ideal for TSI who market the product on the basis that
as the images are larger than the competitor's product, they are easier to see
and can be seen in more detail. This being the case a pièce of bespoke
machiner/ is required.

Figure 22 shows the process required to be automated for Framing and
Finishing.
4.7.1 Loersch

Loersch is a German based Company which spécialises in the manufacture of
35mm slide mounts. As a side line to the main product the Company has
developed a series of machines to place 35mm film into the mounts, add
printed captions, and if required insert the slides into sheets of A4 display
pockets for ease of archiving and retrieval.

Loersch was approached to work with Tony Stone Images in developing similar
technology for 70mm film. Drawings for a machine have been produced,
however there are difficulties in fïnalising the contract as Loersch require that
TSI use Loersch as their supplier for the raw matërials to run on the machine.
As TSI has very good contracts with current suppliers it is felt that the risk of
unknown overseas supply is too great. The possibility of working with Loersch
to develop a machine has not been totally dismissed however TSI have
decided to explore other avenues before making a commitment.
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©

An image is separated from the strip of duplicates

The image is secured onto a
mount with tape

The image and the mount is
inserted into a protective sleeve
which is then sealed .

A bar code label is attached
to the back of the image

A caption label is attached
to the front of the imag

Figure

4.7.2

Tool

22 - The framing and

and Engineering C o .

finishing process at

Tony

Stone images

Ltd.

C.B.L. Tool and Engineering Co. Ltd. were a contact obtained through the
supplier of the transparent sleeves which Tony Stone Images use as protective
covers for mounted images. The company provides the supplier of the sleeves
with the machinery to make them in a continuous process. It was originally
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thought that having an involvement in building machinery, C.B.L. could provide
a solution without having to change the raw material suppliers.

A problem encountered by C.B.L. is that each caméra in the darkroom has a
différent measurement between each frame on the film. This makes it difficult to
build a machine which is able to detect the beginning and end of each frame
mechanically; i.e. by counting the number of sprocket holes along the edge of
the film for cutting accurately. The alternative is to use a light source which can
detect the beginning and end of each frame by shining light through the image.
This will only work however for about 70% of the total images as others have
dark backgrounds which run directly into the rebate on the edges of the film and
so would not be detected.

After a period of about 4 months expérimentation, C.B.L. withdrew from
developing a machine as no solution could be found to overcome the image
détection problem.
4.7.3 Robotec

Robotec is a UK Company based in Nottingham. They spécialise in providing
solutions for one off production problems. Robotec was originally approached
with the possibility of providing a solution to sort bundles of images into
countries prior to distribution to the offices and agents.

TSI then asked Robotec about the possibility of tackling the automation of
framing and finishing when it seemed that C.B.L. were no longer able to provide
a solution.

After carrying out a füll survey of the process and collecting samples of film and
framing materials Robotec decided to create a machine which has différent
settings depending upon which caméra which produces the roll of film. This way
the machine can detect the beginning and end of an image according to the
caméra on which it was originally shot.
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A major breakthrough in solving the problem for TSI coupled with a solution
which can use existing raw materials allowed a contract to be placed with
Robotec for two Framing and Finishing machines.

The contract was placed with Robotec after the Teaching Company programme
had finished and it has since been learned that in the later part of 1995,
Robotec went into receivership. It is understood that some of the staff are
forming a splinter Company to fulfil any remaining contracts.
4.8 Achieving the Production Business Plan
Two significant parts of the 1994 / 95 business plan were:

1. To move the Company towards more continuous catalogue production, i.e. 3
per year instead of 1.

2. To increase the production of fïrst time dupes from 10,000 new images in
the collection per year to 15,000 new images, i.e. a 50% increase in
production output.

The concept of continuous catalogue production demands that the processes
contributing towards the completion of a catalogue are running as efficiently as
possible.

Not only do catalogue pictures need duplicating for circulation around the world,
but many thousands of pictures which are extremely saleable and do not
appear in the catalogue also need duplicating to maintain a good sélection of
back-up images for the library. The Company also has a policy of adding
certain number of original images to the collection every year. Althou
origináis do not need duplicating, they use up capacity in areas such as editing,
- caption writing, framing and finishing. The ideal operating environment is for
images to be constantly progressed through the System with no long-term
détriment to those images seen to be less important than the catalogue imagés.
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Balancing the production process to cope with the various types and treatment
of images is vital if the company is to achieve the production target of 15,000
new images, continue growing and remain compétitive. If TSI has to fight for
the production of every image, it will eventually exhaust. the flexibility the
System

has due to the high levéis of manual as opposed to automated

activities. Although it would be ideal to opérate with manual flexibility for large
production volumes, people are not machines and so cannot be treated as
such. Extra effort can be requested for finite periods of time to reach deadlines,
for example, but cannot be requested indefinitely to cope with an increase in
production and an inefficient working methodology.

The area of the business focused on by the executive in order to arrive at.the
goals for the business plan was the darkrooms. The darkrooms housed the
duping function where a single image was duplicated many times to produce
the many images circulated around the world.

In order to meet the two main business plan goals as identified earlier, the
company looked at the capacity of the darkrooms and worked out how many
extra shifts were required to allow the extra quantity of duplícate images to be
made. This involved the building of a new darkroom.

Steve Lamb (13) discusses the area of choôsing the right tools to build
successful solutions. One danger could be to implement local solutions to meet
immédiate problems. Thèse are solutions which cannot be coordinated into a
one corporate-wide enterprise solution within a short time-scale.

The décision to increase production is in effect a problem which TSI has
brought upon itself. The problem has been 'solved' by building the extra
darkroom to allow the extra dupes to be made. This only shifts the problem onto
the next opération, indicating that the conséquences of the décision for a 50%
increase in production output had not been fully thought through.
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In order to fully understand the company's capabilities in term of catalogue
production, a critical path analysis was carried out. The chart follows the rôle of
the publications department in conjunction with the production process. Many of
the production activities can not be measured in terms of duration so estimâtes
have been taken.

The full critical path analysis can be seen in Appendix E.

Two critical path analysis results were obtained. One for specialist catalogues
and one for flagship catalogues. The results from the critical path analysis were
as follows:

A specialist catalogue is designed to have a shelf life of approximately 5 years.
It covers one particular subject area in many ways. The two specialist
catalogues produced between 1993 and 1995 werè Visions of Nature' and
'Business and Industry'. Future specialist catalogues will include areas such as
'Sport and Leisure' and 'Health and Beauty'. The critical path analysis for
specialist catalogues followed the activities to be done by the Creative and
Publications departments and resulted in a lead time of 49 working weeks.

A flagship catalogue includes imagery from ail of the subject areas represented
by the company. A flagship catalogue is launched in the early part of every year
and has a shelf life of approximately 3 years. The flagship catalogue had a
critical path lead time of 53 weeks which also followed the activities of the
Creative and Publications departments.

It is clear that with the current resources available in the company the
production of 2 catalogues per year is possible, but 3 is not. In order to make 2
catalogues per year the processes will have to be overlapped. The créative
activities of sourcing new images for one catalogue will be starting whilst the
production processes of the last catalogue are being completed. It is however
interesting that on initial investigation the Darkroom, Framing and Finishing
functions appear to be resourced adequately to achieve the deadlines required
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by the production of a catalogue. The affect however that this has on
production being able to maintain an adéquate supporting level of mainstream
imagery is not known.
Careful thought and many changes will have to be made to allow the company
to grow by such large percentages and produce 3 catalogues per year at the
same time. The kind of changes made by the PIG and PMG are helping the
company become more efficient at current levels of opération, however greater
changes need to occur to allow controlled growth. Part of this control can be
gained by better and integrated Systems allowing full tracking and recording of
ail of the images in ail stages of production.
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5. Systems supporting the Production Process
5.1 Systems in Use
In the first stages of the project, the main System supporting the company was
known as TSLIB (Tony Stone Library). This was replacée! in January 1994 by a
System

known as ICATS (Image Coding at Tony Stone). The following

description covers the support for the company after January 1994.
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Figure 23 - Systems in use at Tony Stone Images '93 - '95
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5.1.1 The Submission trackin g System

This is used by the Creative end of the business to record the fact that images
have arrived as a submission and that they have been allocated a submission
number. Other information that is collected concerns the photographer's détails
and the number of images in the submission. Once the submission has been
edited, this System also records the number of images which have been
retained as the resuit of editing, and the number which have been rejected.
Those which are rejected are returned to the photographer. Of those which are
retained by the Company, they are classed as either dupe possibles or Originals.
The only other area of the Company that has links with this System is the
darkroom.
5.1.2 ICATS

ICATS stands for Image Coding at Tony Stone Images. This System was
implemented as the central library System and controls the areas where images
are added to the System and the sale of images. For Production, images are
added onto ICATS in image classification after editing. In image classification,
the images which are to be kept are given a unique number for identification
and are also given a caption. Other information is recorded at this time to
détermine whether or not an image has any 'sisters' (see section 5.1.2.2),
whether the image requires a model release and which filing codes the image
needs to détermine where in the library the image should be held. Once images
have been duplicated, the ICATS System is used later in the process to record
ail of the duplicates and any changes which have to be made to the image
during processing. It is also used as a transaction record for identifying which
images have been distributed to other Tony Stone offices and agents around
the world, and sold to clients.
5.1.2.1 Identification Numbers
In order to become part of the Tony Stone Images Library each image is given
a unique identification number. This helps with recognising the image for sales
and production purposes. The number is structured as follows.
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Series Number

A743 569003-023
Photographer's
Prefix

Dash Number

Figure 24 - Image Identification Number Structure

The photographer's prefix is used by the accounts department for calculating
how much to pay the photographer when the image is sold. A photographier
may have more than one prefix as différent projects can be financed in différent
ways. The series number is unique to the image and for the example given, the
image is the 596,003 image to be added to the library. The dash number
identifies any sisters attached to the image. The example shows that the image
has dash number 23. This means that the image is one of 23 or more sisters in
the series. All sister images have the same series number and it is the dash
number which identifies them apart from the others.
5.1.2.2 Sisters
Sister images are images which have been taken on the same day, with the
same models, the same setting and the same thème but the composition of the
images vary slightly. For example, images of a business man in différent
positions whilst making a téléphone call would be sister shots, whereas images
of the same business man in différent scènes; in a meeting, on public transport,
having lunch etc. would not be classed as sisters.
5.1.2.3 Model Releases
Depending upon the composition of the image, a model reléase may or may not
be required before the image can legally be sold. An image requiring a model
reléase is usually an image of an individual or a group of individuáis. In order to
have a model reléase they must be identifiable. The whole reasoning behind
model releases is to protect the Company against any future uses of the image.
For example, an image may exist of a woman with very beautiful skin. This
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image may then be manipulated electronically to show the woman with spots on
her face. The before and after images of a woman with and without spots could
then be used by a pharmaceutical company to advertise a skin treatment. The
model in the image signs the model release when the images are taken which
then permits the company to use the image in any way without any legal
repercussions.
5.1.2.4 Filing Codes.
When an image is accepted into the library, it is given a filing code so that it can
be found easily. All of the images at Tony Stone Images are stored as hard
copies in files and not electronically, images are therefore required to be traced
numerically, much like a book lending library. The filing codes group the images
together in subject categories and are made up of two parts. The first part
groups the image in a broad way and the second part sub-divides the category
into the kind of areas customers would ask for when requesting images.

E.g. the filing code DO-AI would represent Dogs (DO) and Adult Indoors (Al).
5.1.3 Production Control Spreadsheets

Since the number of images within the company has grown and the systems
which were implemented are not integrated, many images are lost and
misplaced between operations. In the areas controlling the movement of
images between Creative, Dupe Selection, Electronic Imaging and the
Darkrooms various excel spreadsheets were set up to try to account for the
number of images in each section and their status for production; The
spreadsheets have quickly become cumbersome and difficult to manage, often
with thousands of records in them and only one person at a time able to
access data which is required by four different departments. Although they are
useful and necessary for the growing industry, spreadsheets are by no means
ideal and should never have been looked upon as a long term solution.
5.1.4 The darkrooms system

As well as having spreadsheets to book work in and out of the department, the
darkrooms also operate a system which although is linked to the submission
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tracking System for queries is essentially stand alone, to check work in and out
of processing and to book work to the dupers. The dupers also use the system
to book their week's allocated work as complete, one job at a time. The
information stored by this system is useful as an internai tracking System along
with the spreadsheets but does not feed any other system in the compány and
is often of little use if an image has to be reduplicated, as the conditions in
which the image was made the first time can not be matched exactly the
second time around. Any camera settings which were recorded, could not be
used as anything more than rough guidelines to help the duper match a
duplícate image to its original.
5.1.5 Outworkers Spreadsheets.

Part of the product finishing process involves sending batches of images to
outworkers for framing and finishing. A spreadsheet has been set up to monitor
the quantities of work sent out each week and returned each week. This also
helps with traceability of which jobs are out of the building and which outworker
they are with. This spreadsheet is completely stand alone and does not link
with any other information gathering exercises around the Company.

From the descriptions of the Systems given it can be" seen that a lot of
information is being collectëd in many différent áreas without any structured
method of collating the information into a meaningful report which can be used
to monitor the business.

The system is very disjointed and needs rationalising if the business is to
achieve target growth as determined by the business plan (section 4.8) and
long term development.
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5.2 An Integrated Production Management System for Tony Stone Images

Halevi (14) spoke of the Integrated Manufacturing System as

'A system that recognises and supplies computer services to each phase of the
manufacturing cycle independently, while at the same time maintaining a
datábase that serves as a single so urce of data for all company activities and
applications'

It is not possible to consider a full company-wide system for TSI, however that
coüpled with the improvements already made due to the PMG and PIG
meetings, a production planning and control system can begin to take shape. It
is necessary however to establish which elements make an ideal system and
adopt as many of them as possible.

Halevi suggested that manufacturing is only one function of many in an
organisation. It is however a dominant one as it controls much of the daily
activities of the other functions. The integrated manufacturing system must
consider all of the activities in all of the functions in the enterprise.
5.2.1 Current Systems vs Ideal Systems

In order to establish how much work needs to be done, the current systems
were compared to the structure of an ideal system by the following points.

•

Information needs to be easy to find

In an ideal system, information should be easily accessible to all who require it
and as random enquiñes. Users should be able to access information from
anywhere in the organisation about any department.

Currently, information within TSI may be oíd, lost, inaccurate or be so difficult
to access that time is wasted and managers become frustrated. This is
particularly the case, for those departments within TSI whose systems are
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relatively stand alone. As an examplé, the submissions tracking System can
provide ail kinds of information about the numbers of images entering the
department, but only to those with access to the System (Creative). It is
probably the case that it has never been seen to be important to the next
department down the line (Image Classification) to know in advance what kind
of volumes to expect. Having this information would however allow Image
Classification to détermine the best way to use the staff to cope with the
amount of work coming through.

•

Data should be entered only once

In ideal Systems individual data items should only need to be entered once and
then the structure of the underlying database tables of the System should allow
the data to be extracted in many différent ways.

In TSI, again as the System has boundaries, the coordinators of each function
find themselves entering data onto a new System which has already been
entered previously. The main problems caused by multiple entries of the same
pièce of data are:

1. Mistakes are made when data is being keyed in.
2. Entering data is time consuming, especially once an image is duped and
has hundreds of copies.
3. Data can sometimes be missed. When an individual is entering data from a
long list, items may get overlooked.

Nearly ail of the mistakes made are human and by introducing single data
entry, the above problems would disappear.
5.2.2 Standard Formats

Ideal Systems should display commonly used data items in the same way
across the organisation, e.g. product part numbers being known in the same
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way across ail of the departments. As well as being easy to do, it promotes
standards across the business for identifying product or processes.
At TSI, the main identifier for an image is the picture number (see section
5.1.2.1). This does have standard use across thè Company apart from one
department. Due to the potential to produce composite images, the electronic
imaging department use their own unique job numbers whilst an image is in the
department. This works well for the department as ail of the original picture
numbers for the composite parts are referenced and the department can
recognize the image by its job number. The job number is not used anywhere
eise in the organisation. Once a composite image is complete, it has a new
séries,number attached before continuing its journey.

Number structures do

not appear to be a problem within TSI.
5.2.3 Real Time information

The minute a transaction is made on a System, it should be able to be seen by
ail users in ail departments. This does not appear to be the case at TSI as not
all of the users have access to all of the Systems and not all of the Systems are
updated instantly. This needs to be improved for better efficiency.
5.2.4 Company Performance

The ideal System should provide overall information about the company to
higher managers and departmental Supervisors to allow décisions to be made
for the short, medium and long term future based on hard and real information.

Currently at TSI information is gathered at a very low level on the Systems and
the only consolidation process is very labour intensive where the Supervisors of
each department ail submit their weekly progress sheets which are then
collated and disthbuted amongst senior managers. The information is already
over a week late and so it is probably too late to do anything to correct any
Problems which may have been occurring. TSI could benefit greatly by being
able to access the following:

1. Accurate figures for product lead time
2. WIP levéis - per department and company as a whole
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3. Pinpoint process bottlenecks

The job tracking forms have already shown that there appears to be a problem
with the length of time it takes for an image to get through Dupe Selection
depending upon whether or not it is destined to be a catalogue image. The'
company should not need to enter job tracking forms into the process and wait
over a year to enable this scalę of monitoring to be done.

Apart from the way it is envisaged that an ideal system needs to opérate at TS|,
the following are questions raised by the author and members of the company
through experiencing the deficiency of the current systems in terms of
manufacturing information.

1. How many images are there in the process as a whole?
2. How long are images spending in the process (shortest, average, longest)?
3. How much re-work is carried out in the electronic imaging and duping
departmehts?
4. Why can't sales query on the status of a re-duped image which has been
promised to a customer?
5. Why can't the overall output be measured?
6. How long before an image is sold did it enter the files?
7. How often should the files be cleared of oíd images?

A system needs to be developed to provide TSI with the answers to current
questions which is also flexible enough to grow with the business an continué
to monitor production at different levéis.
5.3 A system strategy to fit Tony Stone Images
It would be^nice to be able to take an 'off-the-shelf

MRPII system

(Manufacturing Resources Planning) and implement ít at TSI. The following
diagram taken from Corke's (15) book 'A guide to CAPM' (Computer Aided
Production Management) shows the typical sections within a MRPII system and
has been simplified for use in this case.'
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Figure 25 - Diagram of a typical MRPII System structure (D. Corke)

Various sections of the structure have been grouped. Thèse are discussed in
terms of whether or not they are System requirements to meet TSI's needs
both as a business and in production terms.

Successful production management Systems involve many aspects of the
modem factory. The numbers in the diagram correspond with the following
areas

1. Capacity Planning and Forecàsting Demand
2. Materials Management
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3. Design and Machine routings
4. Shop Floor Information

The above issues are addressed with respect to the operatíng structure within
Tony Stone Images.

1. Capacitv Planning and Forecasting Demand
Starr (6) discusses the

capacity decisión

as a crucial management

responsibility. It sets in motion a scenario for startup and growth which is
difficult to alter. Downsizing is demoralising and costly. The last-minute
realisation of the need for greater capacity is fraught with difficulties and buys
the additional volume at a higher price than would have been incurred from
original planning stages.

It seems that within TSI, only the departments with a batch process can
manage their capacity requirements. These departments are the darkrooms,
and the framing and finishing departments. The others attempted to work
towards turning work around in a certain time frame depending upon the priority
given to the image.

As TSI operates in a similar way to a library; instead of lending books, TSI
lends a company the rights to use an image; it is not known from day to day
which kinds of images clients are going to request. It is very difficult therefore to
forecast sales as although market research can be carried out into the types of
images currently in demand, the physical sale of images cannot be quantified.

It is unlikely that either of these two modules in a MRPH system will satisfy the
needs of Tony Stone Images in the short term to answer the questions in
previous sections or in the long term for develqpment.

2. Materials Management
TSI is essentially a 'make to stock' organisation, however the difficulty then
arises when managing stock levéis which fluctuate depending upon the images
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being borrowed. Every image that is sold is effectively 'on loan' to the client for
the period that a licence has been granted. Once that period is over, the image
returns to stock. It may or may not go out to another client.

The prbblem that TSI has is that when an image is duplicated, its sales cannot
be forecast and so it may resuit in either too few or too many copies of an
image being available. Where an image is very popular and a shortage occurs,
the process of reduping an image takes such a long time depending upon the
demand on the rest of production that when the redupes are available the need
for the image may h ave dropped off, causing a glut of unwanted images.

Standard stock policies like safety stocks and order lead times could not be
used to monitor finished goods stock levéis, however other consumable items
which go into making the finished image (frames, sleeves, labels and barcodes) could benefit from better control.

3. Design and Machine routinas
Every TSI product is the same in terms of the materials used and every product
has the same routing through the processes. Some décisions have to be made
in the darkrooms over which camera to put a job on as it is dictated by the stze
of the original, but the rest of the process is very straight forward.

More standard manufacturing industries spend a lot of time analysing the best
routing through the factory for each product. They are also often dealing with
more than one product line at one time and keeping the factory balanced whilst
maintaining throughput of each product line. This is not something which is of
concern to TSI.

Complicàted Systems to deal with product design and manufacturing routing
issues will not be required by TSI.
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4. Shop Floor Information
This is one area where TSl desperately needs to improve immediately to have
any chance of understanding the business' current status in préparation for-any
growth.

The levels of Work In Progress (WIP) as already seen are very high throughout
the business. More detail about the WIP is however not known.

•

Are there any particular types of images causing delays?

•

What is holding production up?

•

Where are the main holdups / bottlenecks?

•

Are there points where large amount of work ail.converge atthe same time?

•

Could the workforce be utilised more effectively?

The other issue is the costs incurred with the high tevels of WIP.

•

How does the cost of producing 3 catalogues per year balance with the cost
of holding images in one department for 14 months?

•

Which is more cost effective, more outworkers or a framing machine?

Until more cost information about the process could be known, the answers to
thèse and other questions (which if answered could help the business
strategically) can only be guessed at.

In conclusions this section, an off thè shelf MRPII type package will be too
complex for TSl as too many of the functions of the business would not benefit
from MRPII type control. A bespoke System needs to be written. •
5.4 The Formation ofa Manufacturing Systems Strategy
In order to create a manufacturing Systems strategy, a vision is required.
Without one, actions and plans could be implemented which have no direction.
A vision links employées to a shared understanding of where the Company
wants to be in the future. It should match the business objectives, directions
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and priorities. It can be seen as the root of common overall understanding of
the business which is needed to move the current business forward.

The following matrix taken from the 1993 CIM Institute group project for Royal
Mail Midlands (15) shows the dangers associated wtth visions and plans.

Vision

No Plans

Plans

Dreaming

Success

Our business will suffer
before we get our new
Systems if we continue

Now we are aware of the
business
opportunités

like this.

open to us, we can ensure
that we address the key
ones
before
competitors do.

No
Vision

. our

Nightmare

Sleepwalking

It would appear as though

Our projects seem to be

it is only a matter of time
before
disaster
strikes

well planned but we are
not sure where they are
taking us. Are we wasting
time and money? We are
not sure

our

Systems cannot

take the
ioad and
would not survive if

we
we

lost them.
Figure 26 - Visions and Plans matrix, The CIM Institute.

TSI currently appear to be sitting in the top left hand box. They have a vision in
terms of the way they would like the business to run but have no real plans of
how to make that vision a reality. The importance of creating a manufacturing
Systems strategy for Tony Stone Images is to move them into the top right hand
box, giving the Company a vision and a planned approach to achieving the
mission, or the business plan objectives as discussed in section 4.8.

There is no shortage of technology or knowledge in the Company in terms of
what modem Systems can offer. Indeed the Company has made some large
Investments of their own in terms of opening an electronic imaging facility which
offers the opportunity to create specialist images otherwise unobtainable
through a caméra lens. The problem seems to be that Systems which would
help the business internally, and are not seen by the client, have taken a back
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seat. The main driver in the Company is achieving the production of that one
image which will seil many many times around the world and reinforce the
name of the business.

There is little understanding that no matter how good the Company appears to
the client, if the internai structure begins to fail, sooner or later the client will
notice a poorer service and thus in the long term, business will be lost.

The improvements made to various processes by the PMG and PIG meetings
need to be coupled with technology in terms of a System that can carry the
business forward.

Quinn and Baily (17) wrote:
'If you don't re-engineer the Workflow to take advantage of the technology, you
are just doing the same inappropriate things quicker. The most important
savings often corne from thinking about new relationships between previously
separated functions.'

Attempts have been made to unité the décision making processes within TSI
and although no new procédures were implemented a certain awareness
amongst the individuals involved has been gained.

The main issue now for TSI is to get access to the large amounts of information
which will provide the Company with the ability to make crucial décisions about
the future. It has been clarifiée) that an off the shelf package will not satisfy
TSI's needs and is too complex for the process in question.

The answers to many of the questions already posed in this chapter can be
found

if the

Company

has adéquate

information

gathered

along

the

manufacturing route. The décision has therefore been made to develop and
implement a System which purely tracks images through the production
process. Information will be gathered about processing times, queue sizes,
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waiting times, department resourcing and bottlenecks (by analysing the
lateness of orders).

In section 5.3 the basic functionality of a typical MRPII system was compared to
TSI's needs. Out of the four main categories only shop floor information is
totally applicable to TSI. The system to be developed for TSI which will track
images is essentially a form of shop floor data capture and has become known
as the Workflow System. It is based on the following functions:

Activities -

Where a process is being performed to a submission or image.

Queues -

Where submissions and images are waiting to move on to the
next activity.

The system will essentially map the current status of the process. Arguments
exist over whether the system should be implemented before or after process
improvements have been made. In the case of TSI, some improvements have
already been made but information is required in order to be able to carry out
further improvements. The implementation of the Workflow system will provide
information about the manufacturing process which has not been previously
known and will either reinforce intended improvements or highlight new areas
where improvements can be made.

The Workflow system will eventually replace the following systems:
•

Submission Tracking system

•

The Creative System

•

Production Control Spreadsheets

•

Darkroom and Processing spreadsheets

•

The outworkers spreadsheets

The only system which will be remaining integrated with the Workflow system is
ICATS. The diagram at the beginning of the chapter (Fig 21) showing the
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Systems supporting the production process at Tony Stone Images can be
changed and will be as follows:

System Vision

Process
Submission

I

Workflow

Editing
Caption
W riting

ICATS and Workflow

Dupe
Selection

,

i-

Imaging

Workflow

I

Darkroom

\
Film
Processing
Framing and
Finishing

ICATS

Workflow

Outworkers

Distribution

ICATS and Workflow

Picture
Control

UK
Files

Overseas Offices
and Agents

Figure 27 - Diagram showing how Systems supporting the production process would
change due to implementation of the Workflow System

The ultimate goal is to replace ICATS and expand the Workflow system to
support all of the business needs.

Due to the scalę of the project it has been decided to break the system
development down into two phases. From the analysis carried out thus far, the
processes which need the most monitoring are those areas encompassing
decision making about the profitability of an image to the company. Once
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images are in the darkrooms the process still needs monitoring but as it is morę
linear and is not open to as many loopholes it was not deemed to be as critical.

Phase 1
•

Submission Entry

•

Editing

•

Bar-Coding / Framing / Caption Writing

•

Dupe Selection

Phase 2
•

Electronic Imaging

•

Duping

•

Framing and Finishing

•

Distribution

Phase two is also planned to encompass raw materiał stock control of
consumable items needed to finish a duplicate (sleeves, frames, labels, barcodes). It is also planned to begin looking at machinę capacities and job
loading in tangible areas such as the darkrooms.

Quinn and Baily also found that companies who broke down system
development

into smaller areas found

that their

projects

were

more

manageable and more likely to succeed.

At.this point, two phases seemed reasonable for Tony Stone Images, however
nothing was to say that it could not be broken down further at a later date.

The remainder of this thesis deals with the development and implementation of
phase 1.
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6. Development of the Workflow System
Having decided upon the system to be implemented, the structure of the
system; including a specification and project plan documentation; needed to be
established. This also included the installation and training of the system with
the users.
6.1 The Structure of the Workflow System
Browne (10) suggested that applications must be portable across various
computer platforms. Portability implies that application software developed on a
given hardware or operating system platform can easily be transported to
another platform if desired. This required the use of standard programming
syntax language as well as standard calls to the Operating System.

The platforms present at Tony Stone Images were as follows:

ICATS - Oracle Based
TSLIB (Tony Stone Library - the old library system) - Hewlett Packard 3000
Stand alone systems - SQL and Visual Basic

The decision for which platform should be used by the Workflow system was
made by members of Tony Stone Images' own internal systems department.
The system chosen was Visual Basic with data tables which could be read by
both ICATS and the Workflow System. This will lend itself to single data entry
accessible by both systems.

Visual Basic will allow the Workflow System to be flexible and portable such
that as ICATS is implemented in the overseas offices, the Workflow System can
be implemented in all offices which have an Editing and Image Classification
function to complete, prior to images being sent to London for processing.

This will be key in the development of Tony Stone Images, for as the company
grows, either production at the London office will have to become much more
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responsive, or the question of having other production units around the world
needs to be raised. One.of thèse locations will have to be in America as the
American market represents approximately 40% of Tony Stone Images overall
business.

As already briefly discussed, the Workflôw System was designed to operate on
a queues and activities structure. This will be most useful to the organisation as
more emphasis can be placed on the size of the queues through gaining more
visibility across ail of the departments.

Initially the Workflôw System was to have the following structure.

Production

Stock

Re-ordering

ICATS

Figure 28 - The original Workflôw System structure

Production: This covered the already discussed concept of queues and
activities to give visibility to work and allow information to be
gathered.

Stock:

Finished goods stock, i.e. images in the library to sell, and raw
materials stock (film, framing materials etc.) Ultimately this would
involve the setting up of order quantifies and stock levels within
the system depending upon usage.

Re-Ordering:The re-ordering of sets of images already being sold. This process
is also known as re-duping.
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The dotted line connecting to ICATS is part of the system structure to show that
information is collected from and provided to ICATS at various points in the
Workflow system to maintain a database common to both systems.

The decision was then made to develop the Workflow system in two phases.
Phase 1 covers the Creative end of the business as discussed in Chapter 5.

•

Submission Entry

•

Editing

•

Bar-coding, Framing, Caption Writing

•

Dupe Selection

Figure 28 can therefore be re-drawn showing the structure of the Workflow
System and the corresponding phases in which it is to be developed.

production.

Stock

H

Phase 1

ICATS

•

Phase 2

Ré-ordering

Figure 29 - Modified Workflow System structure showing the two phases of development

Only half of the production section is covered due to the decision to create the
Workflow system in 2 phases. Perhaps the section under question in phase 1 is
that of reordering. This is only half covered as although stocks are managed
later in the process, the act of raising a re-dupe impacts on the capacity
available in the darkrooms for new dupes and the amount of first time work
which can be put through from Creative. A balance has to be struck between
getting new images duped for worldwide distribution and keeping stocks of
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existing material high enough to satisfy demand. Allowances have to be made
for phase two during the development of phase 1.
6.2 Developing a Technical Specification
The theory for developing a technical specification was generally followed from
Farrell and Broude (18).

The first stage carried out is referred to as 'Informal Contract' and includes the
following issues:

1. Spend time looking for problems in the early phases - so you don't have to
spend twice the time solving them later.
2. Meet the key clients individually to learn their needs and concerns before
getting them all together in a meeting.
3. Use the

informal

contract

phase to

build

relationships

of

open

communication and mutual trust.
4. Be specific in asking for the support you need from your clients, and get firm
commitments.

These points should be relatively simple to achieve due to the amount of work
that has been done previously through the P M G and PIG. It was felt that good
relationships had been established and although more detailed questions
needed to be asked, an understanding of the processes had already been
gained. The second stage is known as needs analysis and covers:

1. Observation of the users functions to determine how the new system will
handle various transactions.
2. Talking to the users in their own language and in terms of their own
experience.
3. Creating a vision to pull the users to the new system.
4. Pushing users away from the old system by asking what they don't like about
it.
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The final point proves to be very significant, especially for the users of the
ICATS System which was only just a year old at this stage. The main frustration
for nearly ail concerned has turned out to be the issue of information sharing. A
lot of time is taken up with many people searching for the answers to the
smallest queries which should be available from a System enquiry screen. The
solving of thèse and other problems in less time has become the selling point
for the new System.

A technical spécification detailing each intended section of the System and its
relevant inputs and outputs was produced by the Systems department in the
autumn of 1994. A period of acceptance and sign off for the spécification was
éntered into. Various parts of the spécification were changed and eventually
sign off was achieved from the users in order to permit the Systems department
to proceed with the coding of the System and the design of the screens.

The décision was made early in the system spécification to involve only the
managers and supervisors of each section in the development. This may or
may not have been the correct décision to make but the reasoning at the time
was as follows:

Those working the closest to the product i.e. the editors, caption writers etc.
were happy to let the images díctate the pace at which the company moved
forward. Although it was appreciated that the business was growing, the idea of
putting controls over a process that is créative whose results are rarely the
same twice could not be grasped. It was felt that a lot of time would be spent
trying to reach consensus with very little value being added. As a resuit a
décision was made by a fair représentation of the user and the process to be
documented to commence on a manager / supervisor level, bringing in ail users
at a laterdate.
6.3 The development cycle.
The following diagrams represent the development process which was taken in
order to produce the Workflow System. This is taken from a set of notes on
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Software Engineering made by Aamir Matin (19) from the CIM Institute at
Cranfield University.

Requirements
Definition
System and
Software Design
Implementation
and Unit Test
System Test
Operation and
Maintenance

Figure 30 - The waterfall model of system development

The waterfall model has been in use for system development for a long time
and covers the issues of defining the system and the design testing and
implementation stages. The final stage is the operation and maintenance stage
which is linked back up to all of the other stages showing that systems
development is an iterative process and at any stage in the development, any
of the other stages can be revisited and may impact on the final specification.

Matin has since replaced the waterfall method in his own work by the process
shown in figure 31 which is seen to more accurately represent the reality of
software development.

Establish outline
specification

7

Evaluate
Prototype

Develop
Prototype

3

Specify
System

Components

1

Design and Implement
System

1

j

Validate
System

Figure 31 - New software engineering flowchart as used by Matin
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There are many loops in the design of a System ail of which involve feedback to
ensure that ail of the requirements have been met and are achievable.
Many opérations also occur at the same time. As part of finalising the technical
spécification, a prototype Workflow system was built mainly for two reasons.

1. To allow the software

engineer to evaluate the feasibility

of

the

requirements.

2. To provide the users with a sample product promoting the génération of
ideas at an early stage in the process. This meets point 1 of the 'Informai
Contract' by Farrell and Broude (18) - Spend time looking for problems in
the early phase - so you don't have to spend twice the time solving them
later.

A prototype System was written by the Systems department and proved to be
very successful in helping to generate. It also provided a Visual sample of the
system to the users. The prototype proved that departments really could get the
information they wanted and in many cases provided information which would
be useful to have and had not previously been recognised.

Matin détails the goals of software engineering as follows:

1. Low cost of production.
2. High Performance.
3. Portability (already detailed by Browne (10)).
4. Low cost of maintenance.
5. High Reliability.
6. Delivery on time.

These goals are also the source of many problems and it is paramount for TSI
to avoid / overcome as many problems as possible to maintain faith in the
system, especially as the prototype exceeded expectations. The route that
development then took was:
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The Systems department produced the System in modules which were
designed to follow the flow of work through production.

2. The modules were then tested. Any problems or bugs which were
discovered were reported back to the Systems department to be removed
and any amendments were made where necessary.

3. The user documentation was produced and proof read by the Systems
department. Again any changes and amendments were made where
necessary.

4. The modules were implemented in parallel to the old stand alone Systems.

5. Integration with ICATS and other modules was eventually be established
and old the Systems were removed.

6. The füll implementation of phase 1 was complète.
6.4 Changes to the Spécification
Although a lot of work was done to capture every eventuality that the System
would have to handle, a change to the spécification was required which was not
identified until the module was implemented.

The change was to the booking-in and editing module and specifically involved
the booking-in and editing of submissions from the overseas offices in France,
Belgium, Holland and Germany.

Although editing guidelines had'been set by the créative department in London,
the quality of the images being sent through for duplicating from Europe were
not meeting the standards produced by the UK editors. As a resuit, any
submissions arriving from Europe had to be edited for a second time.
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There were however submissions which arrived from America to be entered
into duplication which did not require second editing. The offices in America
were operating the ICATS system and information about the images was sent
to London by a process known as AIT (Automatic Image Transfer). For any
images sent via AIT, the editing and image classification route was omitted and
images were entered directly into dupe selection.

The submitting offices in Europe had an ICATS installation but at the time did
not have the facility to perform AIT transactions. As the following diagram
shows, Tony Stone Images had to deal with images coming from overseas in
three ways.

Overseas

Second
Edit

Dupe Selection +

Figure 32 - Different routes for overseas images into editing and dupe selection

The third area was where offices in America did not have access to send image
information by AIT but whose images did not need second editing. In this case
,the images went from entry to Image Classification for captioning / numbering
and then onto dupe selection.

The system had been written on the understanding that every overseas image
being booked in as AIT or Non-AIT would always by-pass editing. The problem
was only discovered when the Creative Coordinator booked a submission in
from Belgium and tried to route it through editing. There was not a function in.
the system to accommodate this operation at the time and a system change
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form had to be filled ih and passed to the Systems department in order for the
changes to be made to both the System and the spécification.

Time was also lost where changes had to be made to the spécification to create
a new section for selecting images for the catalogue. Images to be part of the
catalogue are selected from subject catégories and routed through the
publications department for various administration and print setting tasks before
going on to production in the usual way.
6.5 Basic System Functionality
The Workflow System was built on the theory of making the priority of an image
as it enters and travels through the System as visible as possible to ail
departments. This visibility has to be both physical; i.e. when the image is on a
desk, as weil as electronic; when the image is being queried in the System.

In some departments, various coding Systems had been used to identify images
but only when in that department. There was no common system to the whole
Company allowing communication across departments on image priority. As a
resuit, a colour coding system was developed giving images différent colours depending upon their priority. Colours are assigned to images as follows:

Emergency - red
High - blue
Normal - green

The priority assigned to an image dépends upon the time remaining for the
image to be in dupe sélection from the point of entry. In order to get to dupe
sélection, images have to pass through two main departments and the
processing time allocated to each has to be equal. Priorities and time frames
are detailed in the following table.
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Red (Emergency)

Blue (High)

Green (Normal)
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j

Edit
1 hour

Caption
1 hour

2.5 days
3 days
A,
10 days
10 days

2.5 days
3 days
10 days
10 days
420 days

20 days

Total
2 hours
4,
5 days
6 days
4/
20 days
20 days
4*
40 days

Figure 33 - Table showing the number of processing days available to Creative and Image
Classification

As a result of colour coding images to show their priorities, the following
changes have been implemented in Creative, Image Classification and Dupe
Selection.
6.5.1 Creative - Booking in
Images are assigned a priority on the system which automatically colour codes
the appropriate record on the Workflow system screen. A corresponding
coloured sticker is attached to the image bag making image priority visible for
those unable to query the record on the system to check. The image is at this
time also assigned to an editor. The record then becomes visible on the editor's
screen showing that the job needs progressing.
6.5.2 Creative - Editing
Each editor has a specific sign on which relates to the work assigned to them
for editing. By opening up the queue screen for pending editing work, the
critical images can be seen instantly by their colour code. Once an image goes
latè in editing against the colour priority it is set (relating to the time the image
should spend in the department in order for it to arrive at Dupe Selection on
time) the record flashes on the queue screen. This is a further indication to the
editor of the urgency of dealing with the image.

The editors also use the racking system for organising work (as discussed in
section 4.2 ) and use 'held' boxes. Two classifications for 'held' work were
implemented as a result of the Workflow system. The short term hold is for
_

~
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situations where the editor knows a problem with an image that can be solved
in a few days. e.g. model releases and caption information are being sent
separately and the image goes on hold to wait for the accompanying
documentation to arrive. The long term 'held' applies to problems with images
that can not be resolved as the photographer is not contactable perhaps due to
being on location on another shoot. The image is put on hold and is moved to
the 'held' queue on the Workflow system which is monitored to make sure
image queries are being dealt with by the editors.

Those with supervisory sign ons for the system can view all of the editors
screens to monitor editor progress and target any problems which may occur
due to workload on any one particular editor being more than another.
6.5.3 Image Classification

Any images entering Image Classification late from editing do not penalise the
time available to Image Classification for processing. In the past Image
Classification would have worked twice as fast to make up for any delays in
Creative. This has been eliminated as the Workflow system shows where
images are going late so that the problem can be dealt with at source, allowing
Creative to become more proactive rather than make Image Classification
reactive. Images arriving late show on the Workflow system queue screen with
the letter 'L' next to the record letting Image Classification know how much work
is coming through late, and if there is time, to give the 'L' images priority over
others, without making others late.

A series of coloured boxes relating to each colour priority were arranged on
new shelving in the Image Classification department. Each image coming
through from editing is placed in the correct box for its priority. The boxes for
emergency priority (red) are a lot smaller than the blue or green boxes as there
should be fewer images of this status. Images which are to be made
emergency priority have to be agreed at supervisory level otherwise the red
priority could be abused and the overall priority system to manage workload
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would not work. The possibility of all images becoming red priority during a
busy period has to be avoided.

As with editing, the Image Classification queue screen shows jobs waiting in
their colour band which flashes as late if the processing time matching that
priority has been exceeded. The supervisory sign on for Image Classification
also allows viewing of the editor queue screens so that the amount of work
coming through from editing can be anticipated and resourcing within the Image
Classification department changed accordingly.
6.5.4 Dupe Selection
All images arriving at Dupe Selection should be on time allowing greater
selection from the subject matter available.

Cupboards for UK submitted images, US submitted

images and other

submission sources have been set up accordingly with small boxes for each
subject category. Images are instantly more visible and quantities selected to
meet marketing targets can be more accurately recorded

(percentage

breakdown of images sent for Duping submitted by the UK, US and other).

As each image is selected, the transactions are recorded on the Dupe
Selection section of the Workflow system for further image processing (Duping
or Electronic Imaging). The decision made at this point sets the priority for
images moving into phase 2 of the Workflow system.

Image tracking within the Workflow system ends at Dupe Selection for phase 1
however full history of the image movement to this point is available on the
query screens within the system and the ending department (Dupe Selection)
has been left such that it will be easy to transfer image data into the second
phase screens.
6.6 Method of implementation
By the time a substantial amount of the system had been developed and
tested, a plan was put into action for the installation of the Workflow System.
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6.6.1 Hardware

As part of the ongoing systems development throughout the company, there
was a policy in place to update the P C s in the departments involved in the
Workflow System project.

The first task of the implementation was to upgrade the existing PCs to ones
which would successfully run the Workflow System and would also be flexible
enough for future software installations. The P C specification for Creative and
Image Classification was as follows:

•

486 processor

•

12 Mb RAM

•

420 Mb Hard Drive

•

3.5" floppy drive

•

CD ROM

•

66 MHz clock speed

CD ROM facility-was only installed in Image Classification for the use of
encyclopedia CDs to help with caption writing.
6.6.2 The Workflow System Modules

The Workflow system modules were implemented as testing was completed.
The most important element of the installation has been acceptance by the
users. Up until this stage, users had been kept informed of the development of
the system and the functionality it would have. Installation was the first time
users had seen the system.

Returning to Farrell and Broude's methodology, the acceptance phase details
the following points.

1. Give your pilot group everything you've got. Make them winners at all costs.
2. Always remember you are helping people by succeeding in your
implementation.
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3. Keep the vision alive for your users.
4. Use a demo System to show users results quickly.
5. Reinforce and acknowledge people constantly, even for small successes.
6. New Systems can cause social disruptions. Créa te a way to replace old
relationships and reinforce new values.
7. Be sure to thank your pilot group and critical mass participants for their extra
efforts.

At Tony Stone Images the pilot group was made up of the Supervisors and
managers who had initially agreed and signed-off the technical^specification for
the programming to begin. There were also staff représentatives in each
department which were used to seil the system to the remaining users.

Each module within phase 1 was successfully implemented as follows:

•

Creative (1) - Submission booking in and editing. Parallel running on the
21st February, live on 13th / 14th March 1995.

•

Image Classification - Submission bar-coding, Framing and Caption Writing.
Live on 6th March 1995, fully in use from 20th March.

•

Creative (2) - Dupe sélection functions. Live on 11th April 1995.

•

Catalogue Sélection - Live Mid May 1995.

•

Query, Queuing and Maintenance Screens - Live on 22nd May 1995.

The completion of the query, queuing and maintenance screens was vital to
allow information to be retrieved from the System. These were mainly query
screens covering the current status of the images thus far in the System. A lot of
information suddenly became available to many people throughout the
organisation.
6.6.3 Training
|t was feit that the system would be better received if the training for each
module was carried out by an individual who understood the process. They
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could then relate to everyday issues which could arise and cover how the
system would help to resolve them.

There were also issues which could arise without knowing whether or not the
system could be of any assistance. Scenario training was given on these
occasions mainly on making use of the query facilities.

The system developer and tester took it in turns to train a key individual in the
relevant department into which a module was,to be installed. The key individual
then down-trained the other users in the department. Training was largely one
to one or one to two small group sessions.

All of the departments receiving new modules completed the training in the
week previous to the go live dates detailed in Section 6.5.2.
6.6.4 The User Manual.

As a guide to the users for answering any questions on situations occurring less
frequently than normal operations, or for reference, a user manual was written.
As each module of the system was released, corresponding versions of the
user manual were also released. Comments were made by users over how
friendly they felt the manual was and any changes were made as necessary.

A full paper version of the user manual was released to each user on the 21st
of June. The manual has been held electronically as it is intended to be
formatted for on line help from the system.

Sample screens from the Creative and Image Classification modules of the
Workflow System can be seen in Appendix F.
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7. Success, Failure and Learning from the Teaching Company
Scheme
In order to look at the successes, failures and learning of Tony Stone Images
as a resuit of the project, it is necessary to summarise the overall learning and
development process through which the company has gone.

Dr. Victor Newman (20) uses a methodology known as the Learning Team
Approach (LTA) to tackle problem solving. The following diagram shows the
Problem Solving Process (PSP) wheel.
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Figure 34 - The Problem Solving Process Wheel

Starting at stage 1 on the wheel, the course of the work carried out can be
mapped as follôws:-

Identifv the Problem
This was the stage at which Tony Stone Images understood where they were in
their field of business and where they wanted to be in terms of their position
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with competitors in the market. A manufacturing strategy had to be defined and
within that a production planning and control system was required. Tony Stone
Images initially carne to Middlesex University when it became clear that the
knowledge base they required to overeóme the problem of increased volumes
and demand for images was not availabie intemally.

Gather Data
Once work began on defining the larger problem and more information about
the company was gathered, smaller problems were defined which were then
broken down into more manageable áreas.

• Lack of knowledge on the current production lead time
• Lack of image tracking / recording
• Poor departmental organisation to best fit the flow of the process
• Inefficient Communications between departments
• Labour intensive and costly manual processes
• Reactive rather than proactive production environment

The data to back the above statements was collected through the use of the
flowcharts, critical path analysis and job tracking forms as discussed in chapter
3. This all provided the grounds upon which the solutions were generated.

Analvse Data
Analysis of the data provided a means to define particular áreas that could be
acted upon. The most evident issue was that the company did not know how
many images were going through the production process at any one time,
where the images were and how long they had been on the premises as work
in progress. Whilst an image is in processing it cannot be sold and therefore
cannot make any money. Other issues which carne to light were that the
departments were not organised to best fit the flow of work through the building
or the process, and the individual departments were not structured internally in
a way which would allow good management of the work load at each location.
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Genérate and Seléct Solutions

Chapter 4 details the improvement projects that were identified and carried out
within Tony Stone Images. Some projects were smaller than others and the
móst important issue which carne to light was the need for an integrated
production management system which linked with the already successful library
and sales system - ICATS.

At this point on the P S P wheel an arrow returns to stage 1 (identify the
problem). This shows that within the wheel there is an iterative process
whereby solutions may not prove to be ideal so that the problem needs to be
revisited, or the solutions which are to be implemented have within them
smaller groups of problems which need to be resolved in the same way. The
decisión to return to stage 1, brought about through the 'Review' stalk coming
from the bottom of the wheel.

A good example of this is after having identified the need for the production
management system, problems such as how to define the system to suit the
business and the user needed to be overeóme. Without realising it, the iterative
process of the P S P wheel would probably have been gone through many many
times. Some would have been in a day where smaller issues were resolved,
others will have taken weeks to reach a consensus on more complícated
problems which were harder to crack and probably needed the skill and
involvement of individuáis other than those directly involved in the project.

Once a solution is agreed, the project takes on the Contract stalk from the
wheel and moves on to solve the initial problem by implementing the agreed
solution.

Plan. Test and Rehearse
These stages were the development of a prototype Workflow system in which
screens were developed, changes in working methods were established and an
overall implementation strategy was defined. Structure was put behind each
element in terms of the way the 'go live' should be tackled and documentation
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was developed by way of a Systems requirements spécification, a technical
spécification, user manual and change request forms. This way the progress of
the project could be accounted for. Only when the background detailed work
had been done and approved did work continue.

Action.
This is the stage where the solution which has been chosen to solve the
defined problem is put into practice. As far as the Workflow System is
concerned this involved the programming, training and installation phases.
Installation not only involves providing users with the System but also making
sure each work station PC is of the correct spécification to use the system
efficiently.

The action phase tends to generate more problems which were not foreseen
during the development phases, causing the P S P wheel to be used again. An
example of this is point 6.4 where changes wëre'made to the spécification once
part of the System was in testing ready for installation. This was caused by the
différent method of booking in overseas images depending upon their
originating office.

Resulting from the LTA and using the PSP wheel a need for feedback is
generated. This takes on board areas of learning from the project and areas
which went well whilst others did not. The process of listing success and failure
or 'celebrating' the good and the bad shows that ail expériences have value
and can be used as learning points in future situations of a similar nature.

The successes and failures experienced both personally and by Tony Stone
Images are detailed in the next two sections.
7.1 Successes
Although it is usually preferred that success is measurable, many of the
successes resulting from the various projects tackled within the programme are
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not. The greatest teller is a noticeable change in the atmosphère within Tony
Stone Images. These successes detail that change.

7.1.1 The Workflow System
An overriding success is the gain of consistent information between the
différent processes of the production cycle. It has provided a great deal of
visibility within the current manufacturing process and also highlights a rea s
where change can occur in the future. The visibility of workload has made the
management of staff levéis easier.

Some true history about the images is available which will in time give more
information about the process and areas where some images move more
quickly than others. The figures produced by the Workflow System are
believable and used by many in detailing the progress and achievements of
their departments.

Forward planning has been helped in many ways. The Supervisors of each
section have access to the queue screens of the preceding opérations. This
allows vision not only of the volume of work emerging but also the subject areas
that work is falling into. This has proved to be particularly useful during
catalogue production.
7.1.2 The Company
Tony Stone Images has been given an insight into the basic principies of
manufacturing and how they can be applied to arts based environments. The
major success has been providing departments with enough understanding of
the process which they form part of, to question it and make improvements.

A key pièce of information for the Company to take into considération for future
development is that there is not a set lead time for an image to be filed as a
duplícate. The processing time is dépendent upon the speed with which
décisions can be made in the Creative department. This has not yet been
controlled as either part of the Workflow System or as standard business
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practice. In order to fully adopt manufacturing théories, a change in business
policy over the décision on images may have to be made. When the company
was handling smaller volumes of images, the time spent on making a décision
about an image was not as crucial as it is now in terms of making the image
available to the market. This has to be realised and dealt with.

A benefit to the company which supports the philosophy has also been the
ability to have an individual dedicated to projects and improvement work to
provide an external viewpoint on the process and production issues.
7.2 Failure
Failure is used in this context to represent issues and situations involving either
the company or the project which could have been handled differently.
7.2.1 The Worklflow System
The biggest disappointment was that for ail the hard work and effort which went
in to obtaintng the correct spécification for the System, some areas and issues
were still overlooked.

The upshot of this points at the teamwork involved and the ownership of the
System. Resourçing was quite poor in some areas in terms of individuals being
available to the project when their time was asked for. This raises the question
of how easy / difficult it is to remain in an active rôle in the day to day running of
a départaient and be involved in a large Systems project.

As a resuit of the teamwork and resourçing issue, it was difficult in some cases
to encourage the 'buying in" to the System by each department to aid successful
implementation. System ownership was not fully obtained for each module as it
was implemented in the différent departments. This problem will ultimately
affect correct System usage.

The support and maintenance of the System was extremely good, however as
the System was implemented in modules, conflict arose between supporting
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that which had gone live and developing new modules. The difficulty then
became making the décision as to which area is the priority.

The System has been implemented up to the electronic imaging and duping
stages of the process. The remainder is to become phase 2. As already
mentioned, the areas of production to be covered by phase 2 are more linear
in structure than phase 1 and so are not seen to be as difficult to control. As a
resuit, the continued development and installation of the Workflow System has
taken second place to the development of a marketing datábase. The main
problem with this décision is that.although better information is available in
some areas of production it does not yet cover the whole process. The
Company

finds itself in a similar position as before, i.e. many decentralised, non

integrated Systems are in use and it is still not fully known how long the average
production lead time is for the différent types of image produced. The reasons
for this were discussed in section 7.1.2.

As data cannot yet be gathered on the whole process, cycles and trends cannot
totally be predicted. Although vast improvements have been made, many
décisions about the business and its processes still remain reactive rather than
proactive.
7.3 Learning
Tony Stone Images has learned a great deal throughout the course of the
project and it is difficult to pin point the events which have brought about this
enrichment of knowledge.

The main objective in developing the Workflow System has been to make sure
that it was right, not only for the business in making images more visible but
also for the users to capture the data required. In order to use the System fully
they had to feel happy about its functionality and purpose. A consensus on the
structure of the System was reached through many meetings with many
individuáis which brought about a lot of participation in the décisions which
were made.
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Chapman, Cooper and Page (21) discuss improvement in performance through
involving the participation of employées in décision making at various levéis.
Employées are given the opportunity to have some input into managerial
décision making and to have their views influence décisions that are made
without having the responsibility or authority to carry the décision through.

Lawler (22) wrote that more widespread participation in management décision
making will be facilitated where:

1. Employées are trained in the necessary interpersonal skills and educated
about économie aspects of the business.
2. The information necessary for meaningful participation is avaîlable.
3. Employées work in groups or teams providing cross-training and job rotation
which give them a wider understanding of organisational activities.
4. There is job security and a sensé of commitment to the organisation.
5. There are safe and pleasant working conditions.
6. There is an egalitarian climate in respect of work facilities and status, and
pay differentials are minimised.

This line of thinking can be applied to Tony Stone Images as individuáis did
become involved in the development of the Workflow system and were making
décisions about the system that would affect their departments. In doing so, a
greater general appréciation of the business was gained by departments which
had become increasingly insular. This increased knowledge lead to greater
communications between departments and allowed agreement on the overall
structure of the system to be attained.

The learning points are a combination of personal learning from the expérience
of the Teaching Company Programme and that which Tony Stone Images has
learned about its opérations, practices and potential for the future.
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7.3.1 People

The saying; "You can please all of the people some of the time and some of the
people all of the time but you can't please all of the people all of the time" rings
absolutely true for Tony Stone Images

One of the most difficult aspects of any change be it a system installation or
business restructuring is the people that are involved. If people do not show an
interest or do not want to be involved in the project then a large amount of effort
is wasted. The human element affected the project at Tony Stone Images in
many ways.

•

Not everyone had the same priorities.

•

The important issue / project of the moment would become lost in
tomorrow's business pressures.

•

It is difficult to see how something will benefit the company long term when
short term issues fill everyone's day.

•

Changes are seen as a threat to job security and business position.

On the whole, the company realised that the original controls and information
capture were not ideal and improvements needed to be made. The difficult part
to deal with is that, on the whole, the most influential individuals in business
terms are also the ones required to have a large input to the project. To ask for
a lot of time from the very people that the business could least do without is and
was a very difficult barrier to overcome.

The strongest message to come out of the installation of the Workflow system
was that in order for it to be a success, it had to be a team effort. This meant
involvement from individuals at all levels whether the system was a priority for
them or not. Commitment to the project during development, installation and
subsequent ownership of the system and new working practices was eventually
achieved. It was however an eye opener for all concerned.
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7.3.2 Systems Projects.
No Systems project is easy. The most important lesson to be learned from ail
that was achieved both personally and as a business is that it is imperative to
spend the time at the beginning defining the System requirements before
moving into development to ensure that time is not wasted later on. As time
consuming and often uninteresting as it may often seem, correct System
définition is invaluable. System changes are more difficult to make once
programming has begun as sections may have to be rewritten and redesigned
as a resuit. In most cases, System changes during development will incur extra
costs than originally anticipated to cover time and modification.

Coupled with Systems

projects

is the issue of good communications;

understanding exactly what is being proposed. In the case of Tony Stone
Images, each department needed a good overall understanding of the business
and their position in the production process before any System requirements
could be documented. Once the System requirements are documented and
agreed by the users, it is vital that the system developers also understand the
process to be able to visualise the system in the environment it is to be used.
This was largely achieved at Tony Stone Images and the system as it stands so
far meets and in some cases exceeds user and management expectations.
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8. Conclusions
A lot of the barriers which have arisen in implementing systems and in bringing
about change are to do with the human element of the organisation and the
culture which develops with it.

The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate how a two year period of work
can change and form an arts based organisation into one which is making use
of basic manufacturing techniques in every day tasks to sustain growth in the
market and remain competitive.

The biggest issue was managing and controlling the large volume of work in the
building to provide those on a higher level with the information required to make
strategic decisions. For every image accepted into the library to be sold world
wide, a duplicating, framing, finishing and distribution process had to take
place. The library files were being added to at the rate of 200 images a week,
out of which some were duplicated, creating on average another 200 copies per
image for processing. The problems with the large volumes of work created
difficulties with tracking the progress of work and gathering data about the work.

Installation of the Workflow system, albeit only phase one, has already shown
great benefits in image traceability. Over a period of time, enough production
information will be available to allow management decisions to be made. These
may be over the number of submissions accepted in certain subject areas, or
the types and size (in terms of number of images) of catalogues produced.

In order to have a full picture of the production process, including product
lead time for different image types, it is vital that phase two of the
Workflow system goes ahead both in development and installation.

The exercises undertaken to gather information about the duration of each
stage of the process and the activities that were involved, highlighted areas,
where improvements could be made. The changes made to the largely
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administrative áreas for example Image Classification were welcomed as the
new structure allowed greater management of the flow of work. Some changes
in the Creative department were not received as easily as it was felt that the
controls put in place to manage progressing images through the department
were stifling some of the creative flair and freedom the department was used to.

Restrictions in Creative have essentially been self imposed by the organisation
increasing the intake of photographer submissions to meet the pressures of
growth to increase market share. To remain competitive the numbers of images
on offer to a client covering their requested subject área has to be greater and
of better quality than those offered by other image libraries. The main
competitors such as Image Bank and The Telegraph concéntrate so much on
wtde subject variety that Tony Stone Images has to do the same. The main
difference being that competitors produce their images on 35mm film and Tony
Stone Images produce theirs on 70mm film. Although more of the image detail
can be seen on 70mm film it also makes clients more choosy about the quality
of the image. Tony Stone Images found themselves needing to strike a balance
between increasing the volume of images in the library to be competitive and
maintaining the image quality of the small cottage industry created in 1962 on
which the company's reputation was built. To provide the customer with the
choice they demand, the volume must be produced in the first place. Producing
the volume goes against the grain of the traditional company set up.

It is important for the company to address its policies surrounding
production volume versus image quality.

If production volume emerges as the important issue, automation of as much of
the process as possible is vital in order to remove valué adding tasks and save
time. Automation would also facilítate the company's ability to get images to
market quickly.
Since carrying out the original study, it is understood that the scope of the
automating framing and finishing project has widened to include in-house
processing of film. The need for subcontracting work either to an outside
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processing house or outworkers would cease. If the duping, processing,
framing and finishing sections were to become automated and lineal, efficiency
would improve and would allow the company to focus on other problem areas
of the business which are difficult to solve.

Tony Stone Images' office in London is the only manufacturing site for image
distribution world-wide, taking images for duping from the UK, USA and Europe.
Browne (10) suggested that the trend in production systems is towards
decentralisation, placing a high demand on distributing the databases, user
interfaces and the individual functionality of each application.

Due to the growth of the company throughout the US and Europe, Tony Stone
Images may well find in time that it is no longer practical to carry out all of the
production functions from London to supply the rest of the world. In the same
way Browne feels that systems could be decentralised, Tony Stone Images
could decentralise production. The small company image no longer suits
business practice at Tony Stone Images and perhaps decentralisation of the
production function is an option to be considered.

The company is no longer a small one and has to formulate strategies
which match the size of the business and the market in which it operates.

Tony Stone Images has emerged richer in knowledge for going through the
process of defining, developing and installing the Workflow system. A lot of
background work had to be done and other business changes were made
around the peripherals of the Workflow system's direct functionality. The
realisation that an arts based and service type industry can use basic
manufacturing

philosophy

effectively

has

paved

the

way

for

future

improvements. Tony Stone Images has the foundation to remain competitive in
the images library market and must now harness the enthusiasm for
improvement and build on the foundations in place to continue in their success.
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Appendix A - Flowchart Samples
Samples of the flowcharts produced to analyse various sections of the
Production Process at Tony Stone Images.

Editor opens
submission tracking
System at editing
stage '

c

Click accept / reject
in new A.P box

ls the submission from a
. -Yes
^new photographer?

Accept

Send contract, ternis
and conditions of
agreement and bank
détails form to

No

-No

Enter the reason for
the split and the
quantrty of the split

Editor enters: subject area, total
count, possibles. Total rejected is
automaticalJy generated

^

y

Editor enters the date the edit
was completed

Figure A1 - Booking a submission into Creative
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Capiton/modal release
Worm offon la traced via the
photographer

„

The submission is returned to
the Creative Co-cxdinator

—

Does the submission
xneed caption details?-- *
1

Yes

-Yes-

X
o
ST
Q.

CD
CD

Are model releases
required for the whole'
submission?

Information
required is
obtained from the
photographer
Submission is split

The quantity of the
split is recorded on
the submission form

Copied term +
-imägei requiring.
model r e l « * i *

The submission form is
photocopied

Original form + images not
requiring model release
Yes

Submission
relumed to
Captioning

Images join the
queue for captioning

>

Figure A2 - Sample flowchart from Image Classification (checking model release and caption information requirements)
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Figure A3 - Part of the Framing and Finishing Process
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Appendix B - Job Tracking Form Results

Summary of Job Tracking Form Results
Type of Job

Number of

Average days

Number

tracking

in the System

Of
working

forms

weeks
Images rejected after editing

8

19

4

Images filed as Originals

3

45

9

Images filed as dupes

2

85

17
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Results through Editing

Submis
sion
number

Number

Date

Date/

Date/

Total

Date

Of

into

duration

duration

editing

leaving

pictures

editing

of first

of

time

editing

edit

second

(mins)

(mins)

edit

Outcome

(mins)
5545 .

5546

40

24

11/1/94

11/1/94

20/1/94

28/1/94

(?)

(?)

7/2/94

?

31/1/94

67 <

11/1/94

5

7/2/94

27

11/1/94

return

to

AP
?

25/1/94

15

27/1/94

(15)
5551

to

AP

(5)
5548

return

return

to

AP-

14/1/94

?

14/1/94

Os

20

31/1/94

return

(?)
5560

5561

50

20

18/1/94

18/1/94

20/1/94

28/1/94

(15)

(5)

19/1/94

to

AP
30

19/1/94

DPs

105

20/1/94

DPs

35

31/1/94

Os

20

31/1/94

return

(30)
5562

5563

5566

5572

19

71

40

20

18/1/94

18/1/94

18/1/94

18/1/94

19/1/94

20/1/94

(45)

(60)

20/1/94

28/1/94

(20)'

(15)

20/1/94

28/1/94

(10)

(10)

24/1/94

28/1/94

.(10)
5573

78

18/1/94

AP
15

31/1/94

60

19/1/94

77.

16/2/94

22/2/94

60

22/2/94

120

2/3/94

return

to

DPs

and

Os

(60)
5818

to

AP

(60)
5734

return
AP

(5)

19/1/94

to

10/3/94

16/3/94

(30)

(30)
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Results through Image Classification

Submission

5551

5561

5562

5563

number
Date received

5734

5734

(dupes)

(originals)

17/1/94

20/1/94

24/1/94

1/2/94

22/2/94

22/2/94

19

4

12

8

48

as for

by dept
Number of
pictures

dupes

Date/

18/1/94

21/1/94

26/1/94

21/2/94

23/2/94

as for

duration of

(15)

(5)

(15)

(10)

(60)

dupes

Date/

20/1/94

9/2/94

9/2/94

22/2/94

23/2/94

7/3/94 (20)

duration of

(30)

(5)

(40)

(15)

Date/

10/2/94

14/2/94

14/2/94

21/3/94

23/2/94

25/3/94

duration of

(180)

(10)

(60)

(25)

(60)

(120)

225

20

115

50

135

200

10/2/94

14/2794

14/2/94

21/3/94

23/2/94

25/3/94

19

18

.16

35

1

24

' numbering

.

(15)

framing

captioning
Total time
worked on
Date job
moved on
Working days
in dept
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Appendix C - Witness Model Samples
The following pages show samples from the Witness production simulation
models produced as one of the tools used to détermine product lead time at
Tony Stone Images.

BftRCO

XFERH

HOHRICH

This screen shows the section of the process where images go through either
Electronic Imaging into the darkrooms or directly to the darkrooms from dupe
sélection. The Creative department is not included in the simulation as it was
not possible to accurately programme the time that images could spend in
Dupe Sélection waiting for a décision to be made on the picture content or
quality. This determined how valuable the image was thought to be in terms of
sales to the Company either from the files or through being included in a
Company catalogue.
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Stage 2

FRAHING
DRADMIN

CHKQ

CHKIN

QUALCHK

F

R

LADQ

I

L

OUTUORK

This screen covers the flow of work after images have been duped and pass
into thé framing and finishing part of the process where work is assigned to
outworkers for completion.
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FRAQ

FRA I N

Appendix C

FRAMING

LADQ

LA D M I N

LABELQ

OUTQ

DI S T Q

LABUORK

OUTUORK

DISTRIB

This screen slightly overlaps with that shown in stage 2. Work enters the
framing and ftnishing department and is distributed amongst the outworkers for
the outer packaging to be applied. Images are returned to the office where they
are sorted and are sent out a second time for labelling. After labelling, images
enter the queue for distribution to either the UK files or international offices and
r-

agents.
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COUNTRV
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CH I C

D.D.

—

HONG

JAPAN
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n

KONG
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o

AUSTRALIA

HOLLAND

SINCAPORE

o

_

Ü

Z?

MUNICH

NEU
YORK

BELGIUM

FRANCE

(t

S PA

o

~>

ITA LV

IN
O

NEU

SUEDEN

UK

Ü

b

FUTURE
O

SOUTH

ZEOLAND

AFRICA

G

O
UK

CHICAGO

RESERUE

0
GIUE

PICONQ

H

~°

PICONT
O

0

This screen shows ail of the possible destinations for duplicated images. They
appear as activities where the amount of work for each is totalled and the total
work passing through the simulation (i.e. production volumes) for a chosen
period of time can also be totalled.
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Appendix D - Loersch Report
An évaluation of using the German company Loersch to develop and
automated framing and fïnishing machine for Tony Stone Images.

Summary
This report is the resuit of a two week study into the possibility of automating
the framing and fïnishing process within Tony Stone Images, using a contact
which has already been made with a German company called Loersch who
manufacture machiner/ and materials for use in the photographie industry.
Contact had already been made with Loersch as they were the only company in
récent months to.have shown any interest in developing machinery to handle
70mm film.
Various companies have been visited, including Loersch, to establish Loersch's
credibility in being able to provide the correct equipment.

As near to a full cost évaluation as possible has been carried out indicating a
potential initial saving of £140,000 when the cost of automation is compared to
continuing with current working methods. When in full production the machine
would cope with the production output in approximately 50% of the time
available, leaving time for other work and growth in the throughput of work.

The recommendation is to go ahead with developing a machine with Loersch,
following a signed contract and agreement with both parties involved. The
contract is to safeguard against any extra costs and stipulations which may be
imposed by Loersch as the machine would be a completely new development
for them. As it will take 6 to 7 months for the machine to be developed, the
outworkers need to be recognised for the work they do, have any problems
dealt with and be encouraged to adopt more efficient working practices to cope
with increased production.
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Introduction
Tony Stone Images (TSI) is the major European agency for stock photography.
In the past fifteen years, stock photography has become an essential service to
the communications industry. The Company stocks some 20,000 images in
what is known as the Dupe Master Collection (DMC). These are images seen
as being of the highest quality and of the highest selling potential, so are
électronically enhanced and duplicated up to 150 times each. The DMC is
backed by many thousand additional photographs of lesser importance.

The company's catalogue, currently produced annually, présents over 2,000 of
the finest and most saleable images from the collection and is produced in 14
international éditions. A separate US édition, incorporating additional local
material, is produced for thé North American market.

To remain compétitive, Tony Stone Images needs to be able to reduce the time
taken for product to reach the market, thus reducing the number of lost
potential sales. One area which has been noted as costly and time consuming
is the process of finishing duplicates. This involves the duplicates being sent
out to outworkers where they are separated, mounted onto black card, inserted
into a transparent protective sleeve and have a unique bar code and caption
label applied. This process is currently totally manual and is very labour
intensive with a total of 13 outworkers handling duplicates of many différent
sizes.

The project took place over the two week period of the 8th to the 19th
November as part of the introductory course for the teaching Company scheme.

The main objective of this report is to assess the suitability of Loersch for
developing an automated / semi-automated duplicate framing system, which
adhères to the spécifications as laid down by Tony Stone Images, the costs
and time scales involved.
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In order to achieve the objective, the following activities must be completed.

•

To gain an understanding of the finishing process including volumes of work
completed, the number of putworkers involved and their individual activities
and the costs involved.

•

To visit companies who have purchased and use Loersch's products to gain
first hand knowledge on the reliability and flexibility of the product.

•

To clarify the spécifications required to be met by Tony Stone Images.

•

To gain a rough guideline of the costs and time scales involved for Loersch
to develop a machine.

•

To carry out a comparison of both current costs with the outworkers and
future costs involving automation to make recommendations for the way
forward. Both cases will involve the forecast production figures for the years
1994 and 1995.

The Current Situation
As Tony Stone Images prides itself on the quality pf its images, the quality of
the framing and finishing of the images before going into the stock files must be
of an equally high standard.

At présent, the framing and finishing process is carried out by out-workers who
are employed by the Company to collect images and framing material once a
week from the Company and complète the mounting, sleeving and labelling
process at home.

There are 9 outworkers involved with framing and finishing of new dupes. The
whole work force of the outworkers and their roles is shown in the table below.
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Name

Collects and

Deals with

delivers own

new dupes repairs old or

work

Reframes /

Labels

Sorts dupes

dupes

into number
order

used dupes

Marion Tobin
Pam Hanna
Rose Wade

S

Florence Robinson
Sandra Alleyne

S

Shirley Phillips

S

Wendy Phillips

S
S

Jilly Phillips
Sonia Bernhard

S

Concerta Marchelti

S

S

S

Joyce Pearson
Mel Burke

S

Brenda Reid

An outline of the overall process and the finishing and framing process can be
seen on the following two pages.
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Images are selected
for duping

Image is enhanced
using electronic imaging

Image is duplicated x 120

Image goes to outworkers
for the finishing process

Label
Bar code applied to the
back of the image

Mount

Plastic sleeve

Image
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An image is separated from the strip of duplicates

The image is secured onto a
mount with tape

The image and the mount is
inserted into a protective sleeve
which is then sealed

A bar code label is attached
to the back of the image

A caption label is attached
to the front of the image

1
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Over the next two years it is the intention of Tony Stone Images to frame and
finish over 1 million duplicates per year. It is therefore important to understand
the capacity available and the costs involved in using outworkers to détermine
whether or not the current working practices will suffice the demand.

Costs of finishing and framing for forecasted production figures

Production forecast

IMumber of working weeks per year

Number of dupes requiring completion per week

Average number of dupes completed by outworkers

1993

1994

1995

663,220

1,105,188

1,122,000

48

48

48

13817.08

23024.75

23375.00

2475.16

2512.81

944.01

958.38

1726.86

1753.13

124.79

126.69

195.71

198.69

15500

per week (current)
2.15

Wages per 20 dupe units (£)

1666.25

Total wages per average week (£)

4.10

Cost of mounts per 100 (£)

635.50

Total cost of mounts per average week (£)

7.50

Cost of sleeves per 100 (£)

1162.50

Total cost of sleeves per average week (£)

5.42

Cost of picture labels per 1000 (£)
Total cost of picture labels per average week (£)

84.01

8.50

Cost of bar codes per 1000 (£)
Total cost of bar codes per average week (£)

131:75

Cost of sellotape per box - 24 rolls (£)

13.43

Number of rolls used per week

40.00

66.66

67.67

Total cost of sellotape per average week (£)

22.38

37.30

37.87
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Labour cost of labelling at 600 labels per hour (£)
Number of hours required for an average weeks work
Total cost of labelling per average week (£)

Outworkers transport costs per week (£)
Outworkers transport costs per year(£)

Total cost of dupe finis hing per average week (£)

Total cost of dupe finish ing per annum (£)

4.9
25.83

38.37

38.96

126.58

188.04

190.90

10

10

10

480

480

480

3838.98

5701.87

5788.46

184,270.88

273,689.81

277,845.85

The spreadsheet shows the forecast production figures for the years 1994 and
1995. These are then multiplied by the costs of required raw materials and the
wages paid to the outworkers for a final figure. It must be remembered however
that costs of raw materials will probably change between now and the end of
1995.

By 1995, the cost of sending work out for framing and fmishing will have gone
up by £100,000. This does not include possible increases in raw material costs
due to inflation or having to source from a différent supplier.

If Tony Stone Images is to go ahead with the acquisition of a machine to
automate the dupe framing and finishing process, it will take some time for the
machine to be delivered. Up until then, the best use of the current resources
needs to be made and those resources are the outworkers.

A short term solution to the problem may be to bring the outworkers in to the
Company and run a half or füll day session with them to find out each others
ways of working and see if anything can be learned. Those who work faster will
be able to show theslower ones how they manage it etc. After all, the best
people to ask are those doing the job.
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A Possible Solution

Loersch

Loersch is a German Company based only 5 KM from the dutch border near
Dusseldorf. It employs approximately 200 employées in the German factory and
has an agent for their machinery in the United States. Loersch manufacture
machines for use within the photographie industry, primarily dealing with 35mm
film. Their main line of business is to manufacture and seil the materials to run
on the machines. At présent they offer no products which deal with handling
70mm film.

The contact with Loersch has already been made by Tony Stone Images
through their agent in the UK, George Elliot.

Through George Elliot, it has been possible to see Loersch's product range,
both at the PhotoLab exhibition in Wembley and by visiting the Loersch plant in
Düsseldorf.

Loersch have indicated an interest in venturing into the 70mm film handling
industry and feel that a machine capable of meeting the requirements and
spécifications set out by Tony Stone Images can be developed and built. The
spécifications are as follows:

General Spécification

1.

To maintain/enhance the Visual quality of the product.

2.

To speed up the cutting, framing and finishing process time.

3.

To be cost effective.
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4.

To be readily serviceable should any faults occur.

Machine Spécification

1.

To be able to handle 70mm exposed film of variable length.

2.

To accurately eut the film (with a small tolérance) to sepárate each

individual image.

3.

To position and fix each image accurately onto a mount (passé partout)

without obscuring any of the image area.

4.

To insert the mounted film into a protective sleeve which is then sealed.

5.

To accurately position the product référence label.

6.

To be fitted with some method of regulating the amount of dust and

static présent in the framing process.
Material Spécification

The sleeves need to be made out of a material which is inert such that they will
not react with the film on contact.

Other Issues

1.

Due to various Health and Safety at work régulations, any machinen/

with moving parts needs to be properly guarded to avoid accidents and those
operating the machine must receive full, comprehensive training. Guarding
régulations in other countries are not as strict as in the UK, it rrïày therefore be
necessary to seek the guidance of the local Health and Safety Executive if any
machinen/ is boùght from overseas.
r

2.

Any company supplying any chemical product for industrial use is.

required to supply a COSHH data sheet (Care Of Substances Hazardous to
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Health). If any washing solutions, gums, cleaners of any kind are recommended
for use with the machinery proposed by Loersch the relevant data sheets must
be obtained. The data sheet détails the use of the product, any protective
clothing which is required to be worn, the length of safe exposure to the
chemical etc. and what should / should not be done in an emergency in which
the product was involved.

3.

By the nature of its action, machinery makes noise. It is highly unlikely

that the noise from an automated wrapping machine would be so loud as to
exceed the recommended noise levels before hearing protection is required to
be worn by the operators, however it was felt necessary to raise the point.

The above machine spécification indicates the functions required by the framing
and fmishing machine. It may however be feasible to use a separate labelling
machine as thèse are already on the market and are available to purchase.
The following diagram is a possible layout of the machine which has already
been suggested by Loersch.

The previous diagram was drawn with the intention of using the same or similar
materials to those which are currently used for mounting images. If there is no
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restriction on the type of mounts and sleeves used, the following machine
design using folded self adhesive mounts could be adapted to suit.

Image is gripped at the end and placed onto
a self adhesive mount

t

he open end of the sleeve

Other Contacts / Issues

A visit was made to primary colour who process ail of the film used by Tony
Stone Images. It was suggested by them that as they already sleeve the
transparencies, a second sleeving process was not necessary. The alternative
would

be to carry out the quality checks in the darkroom as usual, eut off any

unsatisfactory images and then mount the sleeved image. A self adhesive foldover mount could be used so that the image is totally enclosed in the mount to
avoid any dust damage. (Inside out in comparison with current methods).

Primary Colour also suggested that Tony Stone Images may consider a viewing
aid which is made by a Company called Perforag. Perforag's main line of
business is in the eine business. The viewing aid is a réel to réel spooler over a
light box, allowing each image to be viewed from the réel without being
handled. It is believed that there is also a coding device on the machine which
could number the images.

Loersch's Credibility

In order to make recommendations on the suitability of Loersch for providing a
duplicate finishing machine to Tony Stone Images, it was feit necessary to visit
various companies who already use Loersch products. These Visits were used
to put together a more complète picture of Loersch in terms of
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•

After-sales service

•

How robust the machinery is

•

Quantities dealt with

•

The use-ability of Loersch's products

•

Flexibility

The following companies were visited.

Alpha Press - Tuesday 9th November
Alpha Press deal with the supply of up-to-the-minute photographs of celebrities
and famous people. These include royal visits to locations around the world,
actors and actresses of the latest films, stage productions and music artists.

The editing, processing and duping of 35mm film all takes place in house.
Images are then framed in 35mm slides and placed in view packs for
distribution.

Loersch has supplied Alpha Press with two framing machines and one
captioning machine. High volumes of slides are produced from the machines
and everyone is able to use them.

Allsport - Tuesday 9th November

Allsport deal with the up-to-the-minute supply of action shots from all sporting
events around the world. Images are either sent in on a roll of film or can be
transmitted electronically in 35mm format. Again, the editing, processing and
duping stages are completed in house.

Loersch has supplied Allsport with two framing machines and one captioning
machine. Again the machines produce a very high volume of slides, they are
robust and are used by more than one person. The captioning machine has
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been of great benefit to Allsport as they have two machines from a Company
called Technodia which haye not been very reliable. Until the machine from
Loersch was purchased there was a certain amount of doubt as to the
completion of work in time to meet deadlines.
The following table shows how the products supplied to Alpha Press and
Allsport meet the criteria required by Tony Stone Images as stated above.

Company

sales Robust

After

Throughput

service

Ease of use

quantity.

Alpha Press

High

Allsport

High

s

With the limited time availablé, it has not been possible to fully asses the
reliability of a Loersch product, but the above table shows that which was
gained from first impressions and talking to employées from each organisation:

Costs and Implications

Outworkérs
The biggest issue which immediately Springs to mind when considering the
automation of a manual process is the Jobs which are to be lost. In this case it
is the outworkérs who may no longer be required.

The question over how many outworkérs will be lost and how many will still be
required dépends on the handling capability of the machine. It needs to be able
to handle the high volume, most common sizes. The sizes of frames used are
given in the table below.
Item

Aperture (mm)

SAPS

82 x 119

LAPS

94x119

74s

56 x 74

81s

56x81

84s

56 x 84

Panoramics

75 x 187
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The most common size in terms of volume is the 84 frame. There is also quite a
large number of dupes framed in the 74 frame. Also, the 81 frame is being
phased out with less work requiring this size. An estimate of the breakdown of
work to sizes is as follows:

70% - 84s
25% - 74s
5% - Others (LAPS, SAPS, 81s, Panoramics)

This being the case, the machine would deal with 84s and 74s which would
mean there would need to be the facility of adjusting the length of pull from the
strip of film by 10mm. The remaining sizes could be dealt with by outworkers,
but as there is no control over how often these sizes come up, it may be easier
to deal with them in house.

Loersch

At présent, Loersch feel they can supply Tony Stone Images with a machine
capable of carrying out the finishing and framing opérations for approximately
£40,000. The machine should be capable of finishing 1 5 - 2 0 images per
minute.
Each machine would corne with a 1 year mechanical guarantee and a 6 month
electrical guarantee. Also, optional to the customer, a füll service contract can
be drawn up for as many years as the customer requests. This is an extra 10%
cost to the füll amount. This would make the cost of the machine £44-£45,000.
(Paul Sparks has admitted that a service contract does make Loersch a lot of
money and the response rate for calling an engineer out is no quicker than it
would be without a contract).'

The cost of the machine does not include the cost of framing material. Loersch
have stipulated however that part of the contract for supplying the machine will
tie Tony Stone Images to buying all of the required framing material from
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Loersch. This has been quoted at approximately 250 dm per 1000 sleeves. At
an exchange rate of 2.4975 dm to the pound, this equates to £100 per 1000
sleeves.

Depending on the finished size of the machine 2 people will be required to
operate and adjust the machine. This includes keeping various hoppers filled
with sleeving materials and dupes. An average salary at the time of writing is
approximately £12,000 p.a.

1994

1995

Production forecast

1,105,168.00

1,122,000.00

% of dupes to be finished automatically

88.6

88.6

Number of dupes to be finished automatically

979,237.00

994,103.00

Number of working weeks per year

48.00

48.00

Annual cost of mounts and sleeves @ £100 per 1000 (£)

97,923.70

99,410.30

Annual cost of labour @ £12,000 per employée

24,000.00

24,000.00

Cost of picture labels per 1000 (£)

5.42

5.42

Total cost of picture labels per year

5,307.46

5,388.04

Cost of barcodes per 1000 (£)

8.50

8.50

Total cost of barcodes per year (£)

8,323.51

8,449.88

Cost of weekly power usage of 500W per hour @ £0.084 per 1.47

1.47

KWhr
Total cost of power per year

70.56

70.56

Total cost of dupe finishing per year (£)

135,625.24

137,318.77

The cost of dupe finishing per year by automation compared with that of
continuing dupe finishing with the outworkers is as follows.
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Dupe finishing with outworkers (1994) = £273,689.81

Dupe finishing by automation (1994) = £135,625.24

The figures show that

to automate in 1994 there is a potential saving of

approximately £140,000.

It can be assumed that the potential saving will be more in 1995 due to the
expected rise in production. The figures shown are as accurate as possible at
the moment but may need revising depending upon the time taken to make a
décision on automation. Loersch have indicated that they will provide a more up
to date quote for the machine and raw materials before the 9th December
1993.

The above spreadsheet shows the costs incurred for dupe finishing if a
machine were to be in use. The main réduction in cost is that of labour. Also the
cost for labelling has not been included as this opération is also to be
automated, either with the machine purchased from Loersch or as a separate
unit - which are already available off the shelf.

Düring development of the machine, Tony Stone Images must remain in close
contact with Loersch at ail times, to make sure that the requirements are met
and to be notified of any changes in expenditure.

As framing and finishing products are not already on the market for dealing with
70mm film, the product development by Loersch will involve a certain amount of
learning by trial and error. It is therefore unlikely that the lead-time for the
delivery of the machine, the speed at which the machine can run and the final
cost of the machine will match those quoted.

It is possible that half way through the development stage Loersch need to put
the price of the machine up for some reason. This possibility needs to be
addressed by Tony Stone Images and before work begins, offer the £40,000 as
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a fixed surrt due to the fact that building the machine will be a joint learning
process for both parties and the machine which Tony Stone Images eventually
receives will essentially be a prototype. As a resuit of the work done with Tony
Stone Images, Loersch will be able to market a similar product at probably a
fraction of the price to other 70mm film users.

Method of Payment

The method of payment with Loersch has not been clarified, but as guidance,
two methods of payment used when purchasing machinery are as follows.

•

The first is where the customer pays 10% of the cost up front and clears

the remaining 90% when the machine is delivered.

•

The second is where the customer pays 10 % up front, 45% half way

through the delivery lead time given (àssuming everything is on track) and
clears the remaining 45% on delivery.

A method of payment to suit both parties can be negotiated when drawing up
the contract.

Raw Materials
As is seems likely that Loersch will require our framing and finishing materials
to be purchased from them, as the machine will be designed to run the most
effectively using Loersch material, the following points need to be considered.

•

Loersch is located approximately 5 Km from the Dutch border. The

factory is 45 minutes to an hours drive to Dusseldorf airport and the next
closest airport is two hours drive. Once contracts have been set up, the delivery
of raw material should not become a problem but it is important to take tnto
considération the location of the plant and also the fact that they are overseas
and so would be Tony Stone Images only overseas supplier.
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Continuing the issue of Loersch being overseas, there is the problem of

the exchange rate between sterling and the German mark. A clause may need
to be written into the contract that the price of raw materials is reviewed every
six months to either the exchange rate on the day of price adjustment or the
average exchange rate over the last six months.

The Stock Photography Market

The storage and transmission of images is becoming more and more digitised
with the birth of CD-ROM. It is possible therefore that clients will no longer
require a framed and finished transparency but will want a sélection on CD.
This being the case, an automated framing and finishing machine will be useful
in the short term but how populär it will be in the long term remains to be seen.
A good understanding of the trends in the stock photography market needs to
be gained.

The biggest problem with CD-ROM will be keeping it current, for example
updating it with all of the new images for a week including Originals and dupes.
CD-ROM may be best kept for the catalogue, assuming that ail of those
receiving one have the facility to read it.

Machine Capacity
The machine will be manufactured to run at a speed of approximately 20
finished units per minute. Allowing 25% for job changes and downtime, the
production rate will be 15 finished units per minute.

1994

1995

Forecast production figures

1,105,188.00

1,122,000.00

Numberof dupes finished by automation

979,237.00

994,103.00

Machine finish rate (units per minute)

15.00

15.00

Number of units completed in a week

31,500.00

31,500.00

Number of weeks required to complète production forecast

31.09

31.56

Number of weeks in year remaining

16.91

16.44

% of working year idle

54.41

52.10
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The above table shows that by automating framing and finishing, the high
volume, standard sizes can be dealt with in just less than half of a working year.
On a week to week basis, this is proportional to 2.5 to 3 days a week. The
remaining two days in every week can then be used to trame and finish the odd
sizes.

As the machiné will be able to deal with images quickly, the flow of work leaving
the darkrooms will need to be regulated. If it is only possible to release work to
framing and finishing once a week then the machine opération time needs to be
planned accordingly. If work can be released on a daily basis then part of each
day will be taken up in framing and finishing and the remainder of the day the
machine will be idle. The knock on effects to other opérations of automating
framing and finishing needs to be realised.

Statement and Evaluation of the Alternatives

Choose not to automate.

This would involve the company not automating the framing and finishing
process, but the working methods need to be analysed.

The outworkers should be given some récognition for the work they do and the
value that the framing activity has to the company. This would involve:

Either

Send a questionnaire out to each outworker with their batch of dupes. The
questionnaire will ask questions about the quantities the outworkers manage,
how long they take to complète each batch, do they feel there ought to be a
v

better way of working than the one they use etc. Also with a section for the
ouworkers to raise any problems they may be having related to the framing and
finishing of dupes.
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Or

An individual from Tony Stone Images visiting each outworker on a personal
basis. The outworker would have the opportunity to raise any issues which she
feels is important. These may be the quantity of the work they receive, the day
they receive their work or the methods they use for framing and finishing.

Or

Invite all of the outworkers in to the company and run a seminar to cover any
problems or issues the outworkers may wish to raise and to ask them all to get
together and share their working methods. This way a quicker, more effective
way of manually framing and finishing the dupes should be achieved.

The advantages and disadvantages of choosing not to automate are as follows.

Advantages

1.

There would be no disruption to current working methods.

2.

Better relationships between the outworkers and the company would be

formed.

3.

A more productive use of the outworkers would be gained.

Disadvantages

1.

Eventually the outworkers would not be able to keep up with the

production volumes produced and the only solution would be to take on more
outworkers.
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2.

The costs would go up in relation to the rise in production output as t h e '

outworkers are paid by the quantity they complete.
Use Loersch to develop and supply an automated framing and finishing
machine.

By using Loersch's expertise in the photographic industry

to develop an

automated framing and finishing machine, Tony Stone Images would be ahead
of their competitors in handling 70mm film. It is felt however that a labelling
machine should be purchased separately as one could literally be in use by
1994, and that the final specification for the machine set by Tony Stone Images
should leave space just before the framing process and just before the sleeving
process to develop the facility of printing should it be required.
The machine supplied by Loersch would not have the facility of scratching or
marking each frame on the film with the picture code and slash number. The
lead of a viewing and coding machine produced by Perforag should be
pursued.

A more up to date quote for the supply of the machine and the raw materials is
to be given.

The advantages and disadvantages of going ahead with the development of an
automated framing and finishing machine with Loersch are as follows.

Advantages

1.

Tony Stone Images would have a potential initial saving of £140,000 for

1994.

2.

The machine has enough capacity to deal with almost twice the forecast

production output.

3.

Costs would be saved in terms of labour.
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Spare time when the machine is not required to be running could be

used to frame and finish the odd sizes of dupes produced.

5.

Tony Stone Images would be ahead in the 70mm market.

6.

The time taken for dupes to be in stock and therefore become saleable

would be reduced.

7.

Loersch have a successful record of developing new machinery with two

of their own inventions running a full production schedule in their factory.

Disadvantages.

1.

Development of the machine would be new to Loersch as they have not

had many dealings with 70mm film.

2.

Raw materials would be supplied to Tony Stone Images by Loersch, thus

restricting competitive purchasing.

3.

The supply of raw materials from Germany may not be totally reliable.

4.

The German mark to sterling exchange rate fluctuations need to be

considered.

5.

The development and delivery lead time is six months (already half way

through the production forecast for 1994).

Carry out a search in greater depth for other companies willing to develop a
70mm film handling, framing and finishing machine.

This alternative would allow a broader picture of machinery available to be built
up, It may be that after the analysis of each proposal"Loersch's is still the best,
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but it will be a known rather than a feeling. The advantages and disadvantages
are as follows.

Advantages

1.

A broader picture of the competition for developing 70mm film handling,

framing and finishing machines would be gained.

2.

The costs of each could be compared so that the quote from Loersch

can be deemed realistic or not.

Disadvantages

1.

This would take up even more time and so a machine may not be

available until 1995 - a years potential savings would be lost.

2.

All of the work may be done and Loersch could still be the company to

go with - again time and savings are lost.
Recommendations and Implementation.

The recommendations and implementation plan for automating the duplicate
framing and finishing process are as follows.

A combination of both alternatives 1 and 2 from the previous section are
recommended as the way forward for Tony Stone Images.

It has been recognised that the process needs to be automated and the
proposal by Loersch to build a machine should be taken up. on commencing
work with Loersch the following points should be agreed.

1.

The full specification of the machine needs to be agreed by all of those

necessary at Tony Stone Images as Loersch are prepared to build whatever is
asked for. Future requirements also need to be considered.
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2.

The method and cost of supplying the raw materials to Tony Stone

Images should be agreed.

3.

The method of servicing and repairing the machine should be agreed.

4.

As the machine will effectively be a prototype for future products for

Loersch, Tony Stone Images need to negotiate the longest guarantee for
electrical and mechanical and any other faults which may occur on the
machine.

5.

The final quote for the cost of building and supplying the machine, along

with the method of payment needs to be agreed.

6.

Any moving parts on the machine need to be fully and properly guarded,

due to the Health and Safety at work régulations. The requirement for guarding
needs to be included in the final spécification set out by Tony Stone Images for
Loersch.

As any machine built by Loersch cannot be supplied for approximately six
months, attention needs to be paid to the current working methods. The
outworkers should be recognised for the work they do for the Company and
anything which can be done to improve their working methods and increase
production output should be addressed. A possible plan for the development
and delivery of the machine to Tony Stone Images by Loersch is below.
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Dec '93 Jan '94

I

March

Feb

April

May

July

June

August

Sept

Oct

1

|

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

a

I
I

7

C^j

:

Kev.

1.

Machine spécification written by Tony Stone Images, quotes given by

Loersch, a contract and agreement including the above points made is drawn
up and signed by both parties.

2.

Improvements are made to the outworkers methods and any problems

they raise will be dealt with.

3.

Loersch carry out the development and building of the automated

framing and finishing machine.

4.

Tony Stone Images work very closely with Loersch to ensure the

spécification is met and time scales are adhered to.

5.

The machine is delivered to and installed in Tony Stone Images.

6.

The machine cornes on stream as part of the production process, initially

dealing with quantities increasing as training is carried out and completed. The
after sales service and support contract with George Elliot becomes active.

7.

The outworkers are phased out

machine becomes completed.
Conclusion
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In order for Tony Stone Images to remain compétitive, more images need to be
made available to the market in shorter time scales. One area of the process
which would aid in the speeding up process is that of duplicate finishing and
framing. To this end it was decided to investigate the possibility of automating
the framing and finishing process and this report covers one contact with a
German company called Loersch who manufacture machines and materials for
use in the photographie industry.

Two weeks were spent looking around différent companies who already use
Loersch's products for their reliability, cost effectivity, ease of use and working '
capacity. Also, a visit was made to the PhotoLab exhibition in Wembley where
George Elliot had a stand displaying Loersch's products. Finally a visit to
Loersch was made to hâve a look around the plant and assess the
manufacturing capability of the company for supplying Tony Stone Images with
what they require.

Analysis of the expenditure with current processes along with possible future
expenditure with automated processes was made. This revealed a possible
initial saving of £140,000 in 1994 if the décision to automate were to be made.

On the basis of the cost and company analysis, the recommendation has been
made to go ahead with automation using Loersch to develop and build the
framing and finishing machine. Tony Stone Images would have to work very
closely with Loersch, both following a previously agreed contract, and the after
sales support and service by George Elliot will need to be présent.

Tony Stone Images also needs to improve the working methods of the
outworkers who deal with current framing and finishing to ensure that increased
production volumes can be dealt with.
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If work begins on development in the new year of 1994 the whole process may
take until the end of September 1994 to have the machine on stream in full
production.

The benefits of automating the framing and finishing process at Tony Stone
Images will provide a better time to market of the dupes and fire enthustasm for
continuous improvement throughout the whole of the company.
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Appendix E - Critical Path Analysis

A Critical Path Analysis was carried out in August 1994 to justify whether or not
Tony Stone Images could conceivably produce 3 catalogues per year given the
constraints on production in terms of resource at the time.

Key
A

UK submissions arrive

B

UK submissions booked in from Aps

C

Submissions edited

D

Submission through Image Classification

E

Images through dupe sélection

F

Images sent to Seattle for sélection

G

LA submissions arrive

H

LA submission booked in from Aps

I

Submissions edited

J

Submissions through Image Classification

K

Images through dupe sélection

L

Images to London

M

Seattle submissions arrive

N

Seattle submissions booked in from Aps

O

Submissions edited

P

Submissions sent to LA for Image Classification

Q

Submissions through Image Classification

R

Images returned to Seattle

S

Images to London

T

Listed catalogue possibles are pooled in London

U

Subject sélection - duping / imaging instructions added according to
available capacity
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V

In house production of catalogue (Seattle) - scanning, page layout, pic
codes, proof reading, checking A P approvals etc.

W

Laid out pages and originals sent to UK

X

Selected originals entered onto catalogue database and reassess
duping / imaging decision

z

•

Originals to Imaging

AC

Originals enhanced and output

AD

DDM to publications

AE

Advance copu to catalogue captioning

AI

Captions added to catalogue database

AJ

Captions added to page layout

AK

Proof reading

BE

Pages to repro

BF

Colour correction

BG

+ 60 days for the remaining 12 categories

BH

Printing

Bl

Binding

BJ

Shipping

Y

Originals to duping

AA

Duping and quality check

AB

Advance copy / test to publications

AH

Advance copy to catalogue captioning

AG

Advance copy to dupe caption check

AN

Caption check

AO

Update cpation in Image Classification

AF

Dupes to framing and finishing

AM

Dupes prepared for the outworkers

AP

Dupes with Outworkers for framing and barcodes and returned
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AU

Labelling admin (modify ICATS, print labels, and package up for the
outworkers)

AV

With outworkers for labelling

AX

Distribution - UK pictures to file maintenance

AY

UK pictures filed

AZ

+60 days for the remaining 12 catégories

AW

Distribution - Oos and As pictures to Picture Control

BA

Oos and As pictures through Picture Control to Despatch

BB

Pictures shipped to Oos and As

BC

Pictures filed by Oos and As

BD

+ 60 days for remaining 12 catégories

AL

DMC copy removed

AQ

DMC copy labels printed

AR

DMC copies to picture research

AS

DMC copies filed'

AT

+ 60 days for the remaining 12 catégories

Figure E1 - First section of the Critical Path Analysis for Catalogue production
atTSI
Figure E2 - Second section of the Critical Path Analysis for Catalogue
production at TSI
Figure E3 - Final section of the Critical Path Analysis for Catalogue production
at TSI
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Appendix F - Workflow System Sample Screens
The following pages show sample screens from the Creative and Image
Classification modules of the Workflow system.

They are:
Figure F1 - The booking in screen for a photographer's submission.
Figure F2 - A sample editing list for the Creative department.
Figure F3 - A sample editing list for an individual editor.
Figure F4 - The screen for recording the results of editing a submission.
Figure F5 - A sample queue screen for barcoding and framing.
Figure F6 - A sample queue screen for sistering, numbering and captioning.
Figure F7 - A queue screen for images awaiting dupe selection.

:

Workflow System VI .0.00a AP Subroloslon
Submission Mo.:
Contributor:

WFS189

Ho. Of Images: 10

j& Accept j

James Church

Submission Format:
Submission Type:

X
Priority:

Cancel ]
Help

Priority Reason:

"Other* Type:

Special Requirements:
Ç) Dupe AND Return
Q

Dupe OR Return

Q

None .

Allocation Group:
Allocation Group Reason:

1

Restrictions Q Own Codes Supplied
Editor To Go To:

Ilotes:

Edit-By Date: 31/01/95

Gel Entended Hetp

Figure F1 - The booking in screen for a photographer's submission.
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Workflow System Vl.P.lZh - Editing Lict

Editing List For Creative Department
Sub No,

Contributor

Images Status

Location Editor
•

'-'£?.;«

sä;

:

V- '
WFS244
WFS242
WS248
WFS3M

.&:*::': îfe>-;
Mr Gary Gîlardi
Mr Greg Pease
Harry Graham
Mr James Jackson

9
Wailing
7
WaHing
102 Waiting
5
V/aHing
13
?S
\%»t««£j
S»
Vfttiting
IG
If:
V-fcfiîng
Held
« Hâîii

t.uck#tt Ä C o i i y

wvsm
WFS121

WFS122
WS* 44
VVFS131

Tyson» Contracte* s Pic

A,£>A Teehnuîogy
John liawfeina

CRE23
CRE21
CREM
CRE22

cas

Darren Robb
Janet Stock
Jan et Stock
Elena Sollazzo
Afidtew Uefcmei

oa
»
CRE7

Chris ttayes

CRES
CR«
CR£11
0?#??

Andrew ngjsntrj

:

iittrcn
&ohb
J^ftDt Sïotfc
+

24 Submissions tn Total (600 Images)
ALL Submissions O My List

Q "Held* List C Non-AP Submissions

Figure F2 - A sample editing list for the Creative de part ment

!»

WorkflowSystem VÎ.OJZo-Editing Lfst

Editing List For 1 Cats
Sub Ha.
WFS334

Contributor '"
James Cnureh

H^JMSI

(Wrcieri. orrez

Images Status
10 Wattlng
sw

P

U

*

lu/ Donc

Location Editor
CRE42
I Cats
USCR

•*

|

(

[F~Heîp""| \

EVBIS

l

« ü i l l l

t

^Results]

ï

s
jiÜ Print
-

/

fSa Refresh) \
*

2 Submissions in Total (110 Images)
Q ALL Submissions ® My List

Q 'Held' List

O Non-AP Submissions

Statt £4tpg « SUmtPOn

Figure F3 - A sample editing list for an individual editor.
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Workflow System VI .0.12b - AP Editing Result
Submission Mo.:
contributor:

WFS331
Mr Peter Correz

Ho. Of Images:

100

\ / Done

X Cancei"]
inclusions

Help1

ICaption Information!

Dupe
Possibles:

Rejects:

05

Caption
By: 24/03/95

Originals; 10

1

Allocation Group: G63
Allocation Group Reason:

1

E><] Model Releases
I I Model Release Not Required

Hold

J

jT'wâït' ""J
Comments:
loads and loads of couples
OO-ER

Genersî Commerce fa this Submission

Figure F4 - The screen for recording the results of editing a submission.

Sub Ho.
WFS360
WFS351

Caption By Originals
08)03/95
HD
05J04S9S
1(0)

Dupe
Possibles Status
2(2)
W.I.P
W.I.P
3(1)

Location R SR
t-C.
Y
Y
i.e.

v ' Done

j

*
["?''Heïp"I

]

Print
Refresh!
•*
2 Submissions in Total (7 Images)

Figure F5 - A sample queue screen for barcoding and framing.
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S

Dupe
Status

L o c

1 (0)

Wtrttrtg

(C43

Sub No.
L

Office
UK

WFS36G

1GJB2/S5

0(0)

WFS387-1

27/02*95

Q«r>

52(1«)

WJ.PJi

L C

LRI

WFS372-1

28/02/95

0(0)

5(0)

Witting

IC43

PAR

•>/ Done 1

R R I
Y

4

V V

P Help

Y
Y

Y

List

|

Refresh!

*
3 Submissions in Total (58 Images) '

# AO!

Q

UK S u b m i s s i o n s

Ç) O v e r s e a s S u b m i s s i o n s

Figure F6 - A sample queue screen for sistering, numbering and captioning.

YYorldlow System VI 0 35b - Images Awaiting Dupe S ejection
Submission

Picture Ho.
511123-001
511123-002
588251-001
588256-001
588256-003
588257-001
588258-001
588258-002
588258-003
588258-004
BA0068-001
BA0069-001
BA0070-001
•»An«it M M

WFS372-1
WFS372-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS422-1
WFS353
WFS353
WFS353

Image Content

Status

Children
Waiting
Children
Waiting
Industry/Technology/ Waiting
Industry/T echnology/ Waiting
Industry/Technology/ Waiting
Industry/Technology* Waiting
Industry/T echnology/ Waning
Industry/Technology/ Waiting
Industry/Technology/ Waiting
Industry/Technology/ Waiting
Business
Waiting
Business
Waiting
Business
Waiting

Loc.

Office

23 ri

m

DSS0
DS60.
DS60
DS60
DS60
DS60
DS80
OS60
DS60
DS128
0S48
DS48
DS48

PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
UK
UK
UK

n«cc

rut

R
•

Y
Y
Y

V

D one

?

Help

&

Print

—

J

u* Refresh]
"Sort List By
O Priority O Content (f> Image
' Images to Show
<S: All
O *
u

O Overseas

f j Health Care/Medicine
Q Health and Beauty
• Ideas

m Stats.
© All

E<] Industry/Technology /Research
I 1
Tl
-~

¿H«fresh írtormaSonm îbirGueuei

Figure F7 - A queue screen for images awaiting dupe selection.
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Appendix G - Published Work
The following report is a paper published for the Middlesex University
Conference MUCORT in 1995. It can also be found in the conférence
proceedings.

The Implementation of a Production Planning and Control
System in a non-conventional Manufacturing Environment.
"Change is indeed everywhere - regardless of country, culture or organisations

Rosabeth Moss Kanter (Kanter 1991)

This paper Covers the work carried out for an industry based MPhil. The
business is located in Camden Town in north west London and competes
directly in the supply of stock photography images to the media and advertising.

The project was fonmed for a Teaching Company Scheme set up to run
between Middlesex University and Tony Stone Images from September 1993
for two years. The Teaching Company Scheme is a joint funded venture
between industry, an académie establishment and the government and is
designed to improve académie and industrial relations by carrying out industry
based improvement projects with university support.

The initial Scheme brief was

• To install a customised production planning and control system.

The criteria for success of achieving this objective are:

• To reduce produet lead time from 16 weeks to 4 weeks by 1995.
• To reduce work in progress by 75%
• To increase production capacity by three times by 1996:
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• To tncreasè the frequency of catalogue production from 1 to 3 per year by
the end of 1996.

The last two points have been achieved, not directly through the Teaching
Company Scheme but by imposition from the board. The growth of the
Company has meant that various issues became a greater priority and so were

implemented earlier,

The business was started by Tony Stone in 1962 with the idea to seil stock or
'off the shelf photography to the greeting card, calendar and related markets. In
1969, the Company was incorporated and started representing the work of other
photographers. In the early 70s Tony Stone Images (TSI) moved into the
advertising, design and travel markets. Today it is involved in the production
and lease of photographie transparencies to various markets including
advertising, editorial and multi-media. The Company is continuing to expand at
an exciting rate with a total of 20 overseas offices and agents selling stock
images.

Continuous Improvement in the Production Process.

The first stages of the project were to. fully understand the nature of the
business and the production process. The production process is very arts
based which makes the control and management of it différent from
conventional manufacturing in the following ways:

• There is only one bilí of material
• No two product numbers are the same
• Raw materials stock control is based on marketing requirements
• The product lead time is not the same for every job
• The product lead time cannot be guaranteed

Market research is carried out both externally and internally from sales records
about the type of images currently in demand by various clients. This
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information is then fed to the Creative department who target the company's
Associated Photographers to shoot the required images.

The production process is structured in the following way:

• A photographer submits a sélection of work to the Company (either on
spéculation or as targeted by Creative). The Creative department then edits
the work against quality, subject and style criteria. It is then marked in terms
of those images which are to be rejected and those which are good enough
to become part of the library collection. Of those which are kept, one of two
paths can be taken.

• The first path is that the picture is good enough to be part of the collection
but does not warrant multiple copies being made - it is the refore filed as an
'original'

• The second path is where a picture is good enough to be part of the
collection. It is deemed to be capable of multiple sales around the world so is
put forward for duplication (of up to 300x) - it is therefore progressed as a
'dupe possible.'

• Rejected images are returned to the photographer. Both the Originals and the
dupe possibles go through the Image Classification department where they
are sériai numbered and have descriptive captions added.

• A second décision making process takes place at dupe sélection, where the
path for dupe possibles is determined. If an image requires enhancement
then it will go through Electronic Imaging before going to the Darkrooms for
duplication. If an image requires small changes such that the caméras can
deal with, it goes directly to the darkrooms for duplication.

• After duplication, the film has to go off-site for processing and on return it is
quality checked. The strips of processed film go to the Framing and Finishing
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department. Outworkers are employed (so again work is progressed off-site)
to mount, trame, sleeve and attach a bar-code and picture label to each
individual image.

• On returning from the outworkers, the duplícate images are*divided into their
countries of destination for the overseas offices and agents, are packaged
up with the correct paperwork and despatched. A quota of duplícate images
also remain in London for sale in the UK.

The UK collection now holds approximately 250,000 different images (26,000
duped, 224,000 origináis) and is being added to at the rate of 200 per week. On
a worldwide scale, the number of origináis held is approximately 2M.

Tony Stone Images also produces two catalogues per year with the policy that
every image appearing in the catalogues will be available for sale in each of the
offices and agents at the time of catalogue launch. This in itself creates a
massive duplication programme, regardless of continuing to duplícate those
images that were not selected for the catalogues.

In January 1994, job tracking forms were attached to 30 submissions to fully
establish the length of time a submission takes to become images, and then to
enter into the files as either origináis or dupe possibles. By June of 1994, 13
tracking forms were returned with the following results.

Number of

Average

Number of

tracking

days ¡n the

working

forms

system

weeks

Images rejected after editing

8

19

4

Images filed as origináis

3

45

9

Images filed as dupes

2

85

17

Type of job

The problem with the job tracking forms is that once images were passed to the
darkrooms, the forms were getting lost or forgotten in the job bags. The results
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are therefore only accurate up to images leaving dupe sélection. Two of the
tracking forms reached the darkrooms in thè following time.

Submission

Date booked in

Number

Date booked to

Time so far in the

the Darkrooms

process

5562

17/01/94

25/03/94

5561

17/01/94

17/03/94

'

10weeks
9 weeks

In the last month, two more tracking forms have been spotted part way through
the process. So far, the following results are available.

Submission

Date booked in

Number

Date booked to

Time so far in the

the Darkrooms

process

5809

28/02/94

06/04/95

57 weeks

5764

08/02/94

24/03/95

55 weeks

As the duping and framing and finis hing part of the process can be measured
due to resource availability and the fact that work is progressed in weekly
batches, it is known that once images reach the darkrooms, the time to finish
the work off and file it available for sale is 4 to 5 weeks.

From the two tables produced, the time for an image to be passed to the
darkrooms can vary from 9 weeks to 57 weeks. The only reason for the time
différences to be so great is thè décision making process within the Dupe
Sélection area of the Creative department. Every image is différent and so
corresponds to a différent set of criteria.

Usually, depending upon image priority, product lead time can take anywhere
between four and six months. Unfortunately due to the scale of catalogue
production there are some cases of images taking longer than a year to be
progressed. These images are those which have been accepted to be part of
the collection, but not included in the catalogue, so have a lower priority. TSI is
now almost permanently in a state of catalogue production and so the images
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required for the catalogues are progressed first, leaving those not required for
the catalogues waiting until there is some production capacity.available. This is
becoming a serious problem and needs to be addressed.

Once images are in the files, they are available for sale and will be sent to a
dient as part of a se|ection. A fee is charged for a dient sélection. Once the
dient has confirmed that he / she wishes to use a certain image the rights to
use the image in a territory / market for a fixed period is granted. The charges
made for an image are determined by how the image is to be used. For
example, an image used on the front page of a magazine will cost a client more
than for an image used inside the magazine as a small frame to break up some
text. Once the image has been used, it is returned to the library, is reframed
and filed to be used again.

The reframing process also créâtes problems. The fact that a reframe exists
indicates that a sale has been made. The problem is that the same résource is
required for framing new images as that which is used for reframes. It is
intended to adjust the levels of resources to cope with the requirement.
A flowchart of the füll production process was produced in the first three months
of the programme, followed by a period of six months in the effort to carry out
some process improvements.

• Investigation into the automation of the framing and finishing process
• Changing the caption checking procédure
• The introduction of basic manufacturing techniques (Only being able to run
as fast as your slowest machine - The Goal)

Production Planning and Control

The production planning and control System at TSI has become known as the
Workflow System and is planned to be implemented in stages, the first stage
went live on 22nd May. It has been written in-house specifically for the business
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as it was feit that 'off the shelf manufacturing software would be difficult to
implement and run due to the nature of the business.

The following figure shows the range of Systems in use and reinforces the need
for one continuous tracking system.

Process

System in Use

Submission Entry
i
X
Edittng

Submission Tracking
System

i

-

;

Caption W n t i n g

ICATS

D ü p e Selection

Creative Spreadsheets

I
Imaging
Production Control
Spreadsheets
Darkrooms

_..
^
•
Film Processing
°

Darkrooms / Processing
_
. . .
Spreadsheets

n

I

•••

Framing and Finishing

ICATS

1

:

Outworkers
;

Outworkers Spreadsheets

t
Distribution

1
Picture C o n t r o l

/
U K Files

ICATS

\
Overseas Offices and
Agents

In Jânuary 1994, the ICATS System was implemented (Integrated Computers
At Tony Stone). This system mainly controls the sale of images to clients and in
order to make sales transactions more efficient and the information about
particular images more accessible, images had to be more accurately
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numbered and captioned. ICATS therefore only covered those areas in
production that gave sales the information they required.

Since the sales transactions had become more efficient, the lack of information
within production became more and more apparent. In order to track work
through the production process and into the files, the workflow system needed
to be an extension of the ICATS database / system.

The main concern for the workflow system is its ability to track submissions and
images through the system so that it is known where everything is, how long it's
been there and what it's next stage in the process is. Submission tracking is the
first implementation stage of the Workflow system and it will eventually replace
the many smaller systems and spreadsheets which have been set up over time
to control the flow of production.

The current system set-up has the following problems.

• The only connection between any of the systems running in production is a
weekly download from ICATS to the submission tracking system and the
darkrooms system.

• Reporting from the submissions tracking system and the darkrooms system
is often inaccurate.

• The areas which use spreadsheets suffer from the errors inherent in
extensive re-keying, cutting and pasting of data across departments.

• The information held on the spreadsheets is not always up to date and the
process of getting it that way is very time consuming.

• Images are moved around the company without any controls on recording
the transaction.
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Education and training will be as equally important as the implementation of the
first section of the workflow system. The correct movement of images around
the process and the importance of recording transactions will be addressed.

A certain amount of process re-engineering has also taken place to compliment
the implementation of the system. This has largely involved the introduction of a
bin system for the flow of the images between departments. Each bin is clearly
labelled which is reflected by the location indicator in the system. This way
submissions and individual images are easily located through a system query.

The next phase for the Workflow system is to implement image tracking into the
production side of the business, thus controlling work which is passing through
the duping process, framing, finishing, distribution and storage. Currently, this is
planned for the second half of this year.

Learning

Many things have been learned throughout this project, the most significant
being:

• Systems implementations are very different in practice compared to in
theory.

• A system implementation is very difficult in a business which has to operate
on a daily basis and whose main interest is making money.

• It was difficult to keep the profile of the project high due to the daily issues
with running the company.

• The amount of time to programme the system was underestimated due to
constant changes to the specification being made.
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• Manufacturing theory and technology cannot be imposed on company's or
. individuals.

• The change and acceptance of different ways of working takes a very long
time to become natural to the company, is very time consuming for the
change agent and it is often very difficult to maintain motivation.

• The largest unknown about any change project is the people - it is
impossible to say how and when individuals will react favourably and
unfavourably to the work which is trying to be done.

• It is possible to implement a control system in an arts based company
provided the limitations of the system can be fully understood. The best way
is to start simple, include all of the basics required and then there is room for
development if necessary.

Conclusions

-

The project has been very beneficial both to the company and the author. The
company has learned a lot about basic manufacturing techniques and how they
can be adapted and implemented to control a largely arts based process. The
author has learned a lot about systems projects and the importance of planning
the activities which need to be carried out.

Change takes a lot of time, effort and patience; is even more difficult in a
growing, changing environment; but rewards are forthcoming.

"There is always another hill to climb, competitors are always hot on your heels
and the ability to change must become a way-of life."
Sir John Harvey-Jones (Harvey-Jones 1992)
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